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ABSTRACT Industry 4.0 have witnessed a paradigm shift from cyber-physical systems (CPS) that
aims at massive automation, towards a more customer-driven approach. The shift has been attributed
to the design of hyper-cognitive systems, integration of virtual and extended reality, digital machinery
prototyping and twin designs, trusted machine boundaries, collaborative robots, and artificial intelligence
(AI)-based supply chains. This new wave, termed Industry 5.0, is expected to leverage massive production
with user-centric customization outside the scope of Industry 4.0 ecosystems. Industry 5.0 is expected
to assist diverse industrial verticals like healthcare, smart farming, drones, smart grids, and supply chain
production ecosystems. However, data is shared among multiple heterogeneous networks, spanning different
authoritative domains. Thus, trusted and secured data transfer is crucial to synergize and secure the industrial
perimeters. Blockchain (BC) is a preferred choice as a security enabler to Industry 5.0 ecosystems owing
to its inherent property of immutability, chronology, and auditability in industrial systems. Limited works
are proposed that present the vision and holistic view of BC-assisted Industry 5.0 applications. The article
presents a first-of-its-kind survey on BC as a security enabler in Industry 5.0. Based on a descriptive survey
methodology and research questions, we presented the key drivers, and potential applications, and propose
an architectural vision of BC-based Industry 5.0 in diverse applicative verticals. The survey intends to
present solutions that would assist industry practitioners, academicians, and researchers to drive novel BC-
assisted solutions in Industry 5.0 verticals.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, Industry 5.0, Internet-of-Things, Security, Privacy

I. INTRODUCTION

We are presently in the midst of the fourth industrial
revolution, or Industry 4.0, that invoked automation

in industrial processes and integrated key technologies like
Internet-of-Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), cloud
and edge computing to leverage the vision of smart factories,
and increase in production. Industry 4.0 has revolutionized
the previous versions, where the sole aim is to boost produc-
tivity and accomplish mass production. Industry 1.0, which
started in the 1970, is mechanical, and water and steam en-

ergy generation are the major driving components. Industry
2.0 saw the emergence of assembly line production, where
Henry Ford, in 1870, pioneered the concept of assembly
lines and electricity production into a mass production unit
at low costs. Industry 3.0 saw the shift from mechanical pro-
duction towards digitization, and partial automation became
part of the industrial processes. In this generation, memory-
programmable controller logic and large-sized computers are
included in industrial plans, which reduces human efforts.
In 2011, the world saw a drastic shift towards Industry 4.0.
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FIGURE 1: A prospective shift towards Industry 5.0 ecosystem

TABLE 1: Key definitions of Industry 5.0 by experts

Proposed By Key Definition
Rada et al. [1] Industrial 5.0 is the first human-led industrial evolution, based on the 6R principles of industrial upcycling such as Recognize, Reconsider, Realize,

Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle. It is a method of systematic waste prevention and logistics efficiency design used to assess life standards, and inventive
ideas and manufactures high-quality custom items.

Nahavandi et al. [2] To enhance the process efficiency, Industry 5.0 combines human brainpower and ingenuity with intelligent systems. It combines the capabilities of
the cyber-physical production system (CPPS) and human intelligence to cater to the labour shortfall problem present in Industry 4.0. Industries, in
collaboration with researchers, develop creative and human-centred design solutions.

Longo et al. [3] According to the European Economic and Social Committee, Industry 5.0 combines the strengths of human intelligence and CPPS to build
cooperative factories. Authorities are trying to develop ethical and innovative solutions to overcome the labour shortage problem in Industry 4.0.

Friedman et al. [4] Industry 5.0 necessitates industry practitioners and information technologists to prioritise human factors consideration in industrial system
technology.

Koch et al. [5] Industry 5.0 is society of smart factories where robots intended for direct communication with human interacts. The smart factories use the social
and corporate networks to connect human and cyber-physical systems

Show et al. [6] Industry 5.0 is a congruous innovation and next generation of governance and it attempts to isolate hyperconnected manufacturing and industrial
automation systems.

Maddikunta et al. [7] Industry 5.0 is a human-centred design approach where humans and cobots collaborative work for multiple resources to customise autonomous
production. Cobots are not programmable but can detect and understand human presence. This enables cobots for repetitive activities and labour-
intensive work, while humans will be in charge of overall management.

This generation involves information and communication
technologies to assist remote production lines orchestrated
through assisted networks. Industry 4.0 also witnessed the
rise of IoT-driven cyber-physical systems (CPS), which ini-
tiated the smart factory vision and triggered autonomous
monitoring, self-organized productions, and connected logis-
tics to maximize business profits [8]. FIGURE 1 presents a
brief dive into the industrial generations and their associated
specifics. Industry 4.0 is oriented towards smart manufac-
turing, where automation is the main driving force. The
next revolution is Industry 5.0 which presents the cognitive
control process from Industry 4.0, with greater engagement
in human-machine interactions. As a result, rather than being
process-driven, it would be value-driven.

In Industry 5.0, AI would be a driving force to com-
bine human expertise to design precise control and cogni-
tive abilities. Experts have defined the Industry 5.0 vision
based on manufacturing principles, control, and intelligent
behaviour. TABLE 1 presents the key definitions by dif-
ferent researchers. The manufacturing processes would be
tailored to meet the customized requirements of the end-user.
Industry 5.0 is envisioned as a way to increase production

quality by allowing robots to handle repetitive and boring
tasks while people handle critical thinking and intelligent
tasks. This would create a niche market for skilled labourers.
Humans will guide robots in Industry 5.0, focusing on mass
customization. Industry 5.0 has a strong connection with
CPS, where a process relationship would be collaboratively
visioned between humans and robots. The new term, collab-
orative robots (cobots), would form the basic foundation in
process management. It would also be greener, where the
focus would be on sustainable production and development
[9], [10].

Automation is a prime requirement, and AI-driven
pipelines would be supported through effective machine
learning (ML), deep learning (DL), and reinforcement learn-
ing (RL) models. However, to manage the processes effec-
tively, the inclusion of the human element is vital. The pro-
cesses in CPS-driven Industry 5.0 would exchange massive
data over the web through assisted wireless networking chan-
nels. Thus, the process data must be protected against mali-
cious attacks that could jeopardize the security and privacy
of sensitive data. Moreover, with tailored requirements, the
client information must be preserved among communicating
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TABLE 2: Acronyms and their meanings

Acronym Meaning Acronym Meaning Acronym Meaning
3D Three Dimensional DT Digital Twin MEC Multi-access Edge Computing
5G Fifth Generation DVM Dew Virtual Machine MHR Medical Health Records
6G Sixth Generation EHD Electronic Healthcare Data ML Machine Learning
AAA American Automobile Association EHR Electronic Health Record mMTC massive Machine Type Communications
AI Artificial Intelligence EHRs Electronic Health Record P2P Peer-to-Peer
API Application Programming Interface eMBB enhanced Mobile Broadband PHRD Personal Healthcare Record
AR/VR Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality EMR Electronic Medical Records PoA Proof-of-Authority
ASC Agriculture Supply Chain EOS Electro-Optical System PoS Proof-of-Stake
BC Blockchain ESSs Energy Storage Systems PoW Proof-of-Work
BFT Byzantine Fault Tolerance Ex-AI Explainable Artificial Intelligence PSNs Pervasive Social Networks
BPM Business Process Management FeMBB Further eMBB RL Reinforcement Learning
CAPEX Capital Expenditure HACCAP Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points RPC Remote Procedure Call
Cobots Collaborative Robots HDG Healthcare Data Gateway SCM Supply Chain management
COVID-19 novel Coronavirus HIPPA Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act SCs Smart Contracts
CP Control Process ICT Information and Communication Technologies SDN Software-Defined Networking
CPPS Cyber Physical Production Systems IoT Internet of Things SPM Supplier Performance Management
CPS Cyber Physical Systems IoV Internet-of-Vehicles UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
DApp Decentralized Applications IPFS Interplanetary File Systems UBI Usage Based Insurance
DDoS Distributed Denial of Service JSON Javascript Object Notation uRLLC ultra Reliable Low Latency Communications
DES Distributed Energy System LED Logic Efficiency Design V2I Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
DL Deep Learning LSTM Long Short Term Memory V2V Vehicle-to-Vehicle

nodes. Fair information practices and user-defined norms to
access the data, with authorization is a baseline strategy to
address privacy issues [11].

Privacy-preservation techniques require less data sharing,
and thus AI models would not be able to customize them-
selves properly as explicit information fields would be hid-
den. Thus, an optimal mix of personalization privacy trade-
offs is required. However, the privacy and security-based
solutions are not sufficient, as the anomalous behaviour of
sensor nodes is not taken into account. Trust in data sharing
and control is vital as heterogeneous and autonomous net-
works collaborate in Industry 5.0. Due to this, blockchain
(BC) is a potential solution that can form transparent ledgers,
where industrial process data is easily controlled and man-
aged. BC is a shared, distributed and immutable ledger that
facilitates the process of recording transactions and tracking
assets in a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network. It forms trusted re-
view platforms that help in auditing and compliance purposes
[12]. In a nutshell, BC is a digital data ledger that regularly
accumulates information in chronological sequence. In BC, a
block header is issued a hash, which is linked to the previous
block hash. Thus, the data is immutable once it is added to
the chain. If any of the transactions in the block are modified,
the Hash of the block is modified.

In Industry 5.0 supply chains, smart contracts (SCs) also
play a vital role in ensuring security enforcement, access
control, authentication, and automated service-oriented be-
haviours. SC-assisted digital identities are used to manage
assets, goods, items, and services [13]. SCs interact with
the underlying BC network through the contract low-level
interface, which automates the stakeholder agreements. To
manage the BC network effectively, consensus protocols
play an important role and control the scalability of the
BC network, node throughput, and mining latency. Proof-
of-Work (PoW) and Proof-of-Stake (PoS) consensus are
resource-intensive and thus unsuitable for responsive data
sharing in industrial processes. To manage and orchestrate
real-time data, a permissioned BC is a preferred approach
for Industry 5.0 ecosystems, where low powered consensus

approaches like RAFT, Tangle, IOTA, and Omniledger are
mostly deployed [14]. Another important aspect of BC’s
fourth generation is to form verifiable models to thrawt
attacks like Sybil, distributed denial-of-service (DDoS), and
51% attacks. SC is often flawed with different attack sets
like code injection, reentrancy, out-of-order, and gas attacks,
which should be thwarted by secure BC design. In Industry
5.0, different business-related applications and Hashgraph
technology assure that the proposed consensus is fair and
scalable in approach. TABLE 2 presents the list of acronyms
and associated meanings used in the article.

A. MOTIVATION
Industry 5.0 is envisioned to integrate human influence in the
automation processes, which leverages precise and accurate
control and modelling systems. The data exchange is over
open wireless networks, and thus security becomes a key
principle to safeguard the industrial systems. Thus, BC is a
primer solution of Industry 5.0 to leverage trusted control
with auditable, chronological, and timestamped ledgers. The
recent studies on Industry 5.0 are preliminary and discuss
the vision, key technologies, and process-driven measures.
However, the security viewpoint of Industry 5.0 is equally
important. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
article that discusses the requirement of BC as a key enabler
in Industry 5.0. The motivation of the article is trivial. We
present the key technicalities of BC-assisted Industry 5.0 in
diverse verticals of Industry 5.0, namely, smart manufactur-
ing, sensor-driven control, healthcare, robotics, and value-
driven business applications. The article presents the use-
cases, architectures, security challenges, and case study that
systematically unfolds the BC-leveraged Industry 5.0 vision
in the associated verticals.

B. ORGANIZATION AND READING MAP
FIGURE 2 presents the organization of the article and the
reading map. Section II discusses the background of Industry
5.0, with a comparative analysis to its predecessor Industry
4.0, and we highlight the potential of BC in Industry 5.0
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FIGURE 2: Organization and Reading Map

to secure the process boundaries. A discussion on existing
state-of-the-art schemes is presented, which is followed by
section III that presents the survey methodology and the
research questions. Based on the proposed research ques-
tions, section IV presents a proposed BC-based Industry
5.0 architecture that meets the requirements of different
industry verticals. A solution taxonomy is presented, and a

comprehensive discussion is presented. Section V presents
the research challenges and future directions to conceptualize
the vision of BC-envisioned Industry 5.0. However, BC is not
the panacea of all security implements, thus we highlight the
security limitations and attack scenarios which are possible
even with the integration of BC in Industry 5.0 ecosystems.
Next, section VI presents a unique case study on Industry
5.0 production plant is presented, that integrates digital twin
(DT) simulation, AI-driven analytics, and BC to assure op-
timal performance with minimized bias. We analysed the
security analysis on the proposed case study, which justifies
the proposed case-study deployment in real scenarios. Next,
section VII presents the key lessons learned from the survey,
and section VIII presents the concluding remarks.

C. KEY TAKEAWAYS
The key takeaways of the article as enumerated as follows.

• The foundations and basics of Industry 5.0 are pre-
sented, along with the assisted technologies. We present
the integration of BC in Industry 5.0 verticals and dis-
cuss the potential use-cases.

• The article presents a proposed reference architecture
of BC-assisted Industry 5.0 in different verticals. The
modules and assisted components of related applica-
tions with BC integration are discussed.

• Based on research questions, a solution taxonomy of BC
in Industry 5.0 is presented.

• Research challenges and future directions are discussed,
and a case study of Industry 5.0 for smart manufacturing
is discussed. The data is maintained in BC ledgers, and
reference architecture with different layers and func-
tionalities is discussed. Finally, the key lessons of the
survey are outlined.

II. BACKGROUND AND STATE OF THE ART
The section discusses the basics of Industry 4.0, the potential
limitations, and the emergence of Industry 5.0. Next, we
present the key technicalities of Industry 5.0 and explore the
integration of BC with Industry 5.0. We conceptualize the
vision, enablers, and consensus protocols to realize the full
potential of industrial processes. Finally, we present related
surveys on the topic, and their pros and cons of them are
highlighted. The details are presented as follows.

A. INDUSTRY 4.0 VERSUS INDUSTRY 5.0
Industry 4.0 is focused on sensor-driven connections,
whereas Industry 5.0 is focused on human-centric solutions.
Industry 5.0 integrates human ingenuity with robotic accu-
racy to create a one-of-a-kind solution that will be in high
demand in the coming decade. A close interaction between
human-to-machine is justified with cobots, which link com-
munication between the factory, transportation, supply chain,
and the end-user. TABLE 3 represents the key differences
between Industry 4.0 and Industry 5.0, and the potential
security solutions provided by BC.
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TABLE 3: A comparative analysis of Industry 4.0 vs Industry 5.0 primers and its convergence with BC

Industry 4.0 Industry 5.0 Limitation in Industry 4.0 Solutions with BC in Industry 5.0
Intelligent Supply Chain Distributed Supply Chain Administrative access is limited to a sin-

gle party, which increases data tamper-
ing, and misplaced control

Only insertion is allowed which prevents
tampering and ensures transparency.

Mass automation Collaborative AI Replaces barriers in networked locations
with an increase in cobot communication
to yield more productivity

Increased access control is guaranteed
with SCs

Smart Products Experience Activated Products Not customized as per user personal
needs

Allow hyper-customization at large
scales by ensuring data privacy using
BC

Focus on Connecting Machines Focus on delivering customer experience End goal (customer experience) often ig-
nored.

Trusted and auditable customer-oriented
solutions

Mass Customization Hyper-Personalization Leaves all the work to the user to gener-
ate the best experience for themselves

Immutable ledgers of networked data
and control processes to streamline the
industrial processes

Industry 5.0 focuses on three increasingly crucial aspects,
namely- the quality of life, inclusivity, and sustainability,
with people at the core of processes. The goal of Industry 5.0
is to make workers’ lives better and more pleasant while also
guaranteeing that they have access to technology that allows
for automated processes and higher productivity. Industry
5.0 teaches individuals about environmental stewardship,
ecosystem protection, and the most efficient use of accessible
resources for upcoming generations.

Industry 5.0 provides user-based customization, penalisa-
tion, integration of cognitive domain to human intelligence,
and most importantly transition is back to a real environment.
The motivation for Industry 4.0 is mass production while
Industry 5.0 revolve around making smart societies. Industry
4.0 has the involvement of technologies such as IoT, cloud
computing big data, robotics and AI while in Industry 5.0
the human-robot collaboration using renewable energy is
the key technology. In terms of application and research
areas, Industry 4.0 is inclined toward operational research,
business administration and improvement in the innovation
of processes. On the other side, Industry 5.0 additionally
applies to a smart environment including agriculture, biology,
waste prevention, and economy.

B. DEEP DIVE INTO INTRICACIES OF INDUSTRY 5.0

Industry 5.0 aims to combine human intervention with au-
tomated processes, making industrial workflows more ex-
plainable. In Industry 5.0, the autonomous workforce knows
human desires and intentions. Thus humans would work
closely with robotic coworkers without fear, as the former un-
derstands and interacts with them. Consequently, the process
would exhibit synergism and be aligned to business models,
which would lead to less resource wastage and reduce capital
and operational expenditures. Moreover, Industry 5.0 would
be self-sustainable and self-healing, supporting the green
production movement.

In Industry 5.0, the autonomy of robots would decrease,
in a sense, that robots would be employed only to perform
tedious and repetitive tasks. It would be programmed to
understand instructions from humans and process human
instructions via ML and DL algorithms to produce correct
outputs. Thus, this next generation of robots would minimize

the production risk, specifically cobots. Cobots would be able
to detect, comprehend, and feel not just the humans around
them but also the associated aspirations and expectations.
Furthermore, cobots would be able to learn from their associ-
ated environment using deep RL algorithms, and they would
work on a reward-penalty-driven model where they would
eventually train and learn. As instructed by human operators,
cobots that learn as they go would be able to perform tasks
with minimal errors or bias.

Despite its complexity, Industry 5.0 is based on basic yet
effective methods, such as the 6R (Recognize, Reconsider,
Realize, Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) methodology and the
logic efficiency design (LED) principle. 6R methodology is
a superstructure of the 3R (Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle)
methods and aims at including the non-functional approach
in waste management design. However, 6R methods are
applied in waste management, but the principle itself is
generic and applies to other manufacturing processes. The
LED principle aims to design logic blueprints for indus-
trial processes to maximize operational efficiency. The LED
principle is mainly designed to boost supply chain profits.
Specific rule sets are designed for operational transparency
in supply-chain pipelines, profit-sharing among stakeholders,
and design efficiency.

Despite the technical revolutions like 6R and LED in
Industry 5.0, there have been disputes and challenges associ-
ated with the overall industrial workforce. These challenges
mainly arise due to geographical and networked locations,
workplace conditions, and societal impacts. In any industry
workforce, the human workforce is ageing slowly, which
means there are mostly middle-aged skilled persons who take
the managerial decisions. This does not allow openness in
discussions with the young workforce, and accountability is
not properly documented. Moreover, many industrial work-
places are still based on legacy setups and use outdated tools
and machinery for production. Thus, such workplaces are not
connected via CPS to other production units, and the overall
output suffers. Many industrial stakeholders are resistant to
change and believe in old-school processes and thus are
reluctant to adopt the Industry 4.0 automation processes.

The challenges mentioned above impact the business mod-
els, AI-driven profit predictions, and annual turnovers and
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eventually lead to many prospective projects’ closure. Thus,
Industry 5.0 caters explicitly to these challenges. It allows
key training of stakeholders, where the project vision, prof-
itability, reliability, and the development blueprint are dis-
cussed before the commencement of the project. The role of
technology and automation is also discussed, with specific
guidelines. This maximizes the value chain and instils belief
in the overall system. We next discuss the key design tech-
nologies that support the Industry 5.0 visions.

1) Mass Customization
The Industry 5.0 processes would be centred on the digital
user experience in mass customization. First, we create a
market segment-based approach, where a particular product
is designed according to the custom inputs of the specific
audience only. The input parameters are the suggestions
taken from users through specific interviews, which reflect
the unique selling proposition they would like to see in
the designed product. Thus, by interviewing a large group
(or mass) of users, the stakeholders form the desired set of
mandatory functionalities for the design product. The param-
eter selection depends on user suggestions, demographics,
and design features of competitive products. Via intelligent
AI systems, the commonalities and striking differences are
observed for the target audiences, and tailored products are
designed to satisfy the end-user needs. Thus, mass personal-
ization helps firms better engage with customers and target
decision-makers across industries.

2) Hyper Personalization
Hyper-Personalization is the notion of acquiring real-time
consumer behavioural data to personalize products, services,
and experiences according to user preferences. The industrial
process requires a deep understanding of the designed goods,
their user base, and the associated technology cost to achieve
hyper-personalization. Based on the acquired knowledge,
a personalized marketing strategy is set up, where digital
technologies support the cause, mainly computer vision, AI
and ML pipelines, and hyper-cognitive systems, which allow
industrial processes to select a specific product for every
user. Human inputs and robots work in close collaboration
for bulk production to customize the product. The func-
tional behaviour of the product is of prime importance, with
cost minimization. A transition from prototype design to
agile manufacturing is done in the supply chain to scale
the manufacturing processes. For example, a designed e-
commerce website can evaluate previous client interactions
to recommend the best choice for the new user based on the
user clickstreams. This requires a clickstream recommender
algorithm to set up a comparative analysis of the best market
products for instant comparison.

3) Collaborative Robots
Collaborative robots, or cobots, are designed to work in
close interaction with humans, and the collaboration helps
them add the human element to the production. Cobots were

initially designed by Northwestern University professors in
1996 [15]. First-generation cobots were mechanical and usu-
ally involved in mechanical processes, but modern cobots
are sensor-driven and can form actuation based on human
signals. In Industry 5.0, the personalization of cobots is done
to create a full personalization engine for a product. For
example, in healthcare 5.0, surgical cobots assist surgeons
in performing surgery, which involves 3D-vision and tomog-
raphy. A similar use case is a telesurgery, where a cobot
takes instructions from a remote surgeon to operate through a
responsive networking channel, such as tactile internet [16].
Cobots do improve not only production growth but also have
the potential to automate mundane tasks and are an essential
workforce in modern industries.

4) Digital Twins
DT are virtual representations of real industrial processes,
or setups, which are created to specifically emulate the be-
haviour of a physical object [17]. For example, the physical
object under investigation, a turbine motor, is equipped with
different sensors that measure different kinematics of its
motion, operations, and power control. These sensors gen-
erate data regarding the performance of the physical object
or process in a variety of ways, including energy output,
temperature, and weather conditions. This information is
subsequently transmitted to a processing system, and incor-
porated to simulate a digital copy of the system. Once such
information is collected, a virtual model is created, which is
used to emulate the real-time physical object. The created
DT can evaluate and analyze the performance with specified
error bounds. These inputs are iterated multiple times on the
system’s software version, and the best inputs are collected
to be given to the actual object in the real world.

Simulators of real objects are similar in operation, but the
main difference between a DT and a simulator is the level of
scaling of the industrial process. DT can run multiple sim-
ulations to explore different processes, whereas a simulator
might work with limited inputs only. Real-time data is rarely
useful in simulations, whereas DTs are built on a two-way
information flow, where sensors provide data to the system.
That data is analyzed with ML/DL model with specific input
sets, and feedback is sent back to the controller with error
estimation. As DTs have better and more up-to-date data
than normal simulations, they can better investigate complex
issues and related dependencies.

C. BC PRELIMINARIES
This section presents the background of BC, the block
structure, SCs, and the associated operations. This section
addresses the RQ1 of the proposed survey, as it presents the
basics of BC and its potential in Industry 5.0 ecosystems [18].
In simple words, a BC is a collection of interconnected blocks
that store data in a distributed, transparent, and tamper-proof
manner [19]. BC-governed Industry 5.0 solutions are decen-
tralized, and it mitigates the challenges of central-controlled
industrial processes. TABLE 4 presents the research chal-
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TABLE 4: Potential solutions of BC to central-authoritative Industry 5.0 ecosystems

Aspect Challenges Implications Solutions with BC
Centralization Systems are fragmented and data storage is-

sues
Network latency, Requirements high comput-
ing capacity

Decentralized access, increased transparency, and
cheap processing power are all advantages.

Establishing Trust Specific safety requirements for manufactur-
ers

Added redundancy, Dependence on the plat-
form

The ledger’s immutability prevents tampering.

Security Unauthorized access to and alteration of data Data breaches, data loss, centralized server,
single point of failure

Database is not a centralized, immutable ledger of
records.

Cost Middlemen, mediators, and a centralized sys-
tem are required.

Costly and time-consuming, high risk of
fraud, product duplication

Decentralized database, bitcoin payment process-
ing.

Transparency Policies, standards, rules, and monitoring sys-
tems that are unique to each business

Unsatisfactory customer relationship, less vis-
ibility

Distributed ledger technology that incorporates a
consensus method for verifying transactions.

lenges, the potential implications of central-controlled and
authoritative industrial projects, and the potential solutions
that BC provides [20]. Whenever a new transaction is added
to BC, it is added to the new block, which is mined by entities
called miner nodes. With more added blocks, the blocks in
the chain increase. Still, any change by a malicious entity to
any transaction would invalidate the hash of the associated
block, which would further invalidate the linked hash.

1) The block structure
In BC, a corresponding block contains a block header and
block body, simply the list of appended transactions. The
header includes the version, current block’s hash, timestamp,
nonce value, and the Merkle root hash value. The Merkle
hash is the genesis block information with no associated
previous block. The Merkle tree structure assures that subse-
quent blocks have not been tampered with [21]. The Merkle
root is the hashed value of child node hashes, with an asso-
ciated timestamp of each node. In a bitcoin BC, the block
header typically contains three sets of meta-information. The
header is an 80-byte long string, where 4 byte represents
the bitcoin version number, 32 bytes represents the previous
block hash value, 4 bytes are for the difficulty target, 4 bytes
for block timestamp, 4 bytes are the nonce value, which
is used by miner entities. Moreover, 32 bytes are for the
Merkle root information. The difficulty target is for miner
nodes, where a Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus is applied.
A hash target is said with leading zeros (0x00 . . . ), which
signifies the difficult problem for all miners [22] [23]. Next,
the miner hashes the transactions and the current nonce value.
The process is repeated, where the nonce is incremented until
the computed hash is lower than the target. The miner node
that completes the operation first gets the incentive and the
chance to mine the block and subsequent nodes are informed
that the target is solved.

2) Smart Contracts
SC plays a vital role in industrial supply-chain ecosystems
as multiple stakeholders and transactions are involved be-
tween the manufacturer, retailer, warehouse, logistics, and
the market sellers. Thus, there is a lack of transparency,
ownership, and trust in the entire supply chain. In such cases,
SCs can automate the agreements between peer entities on
the supply chain, and the transfer of funds occurs when all
the agreement cases are met. In short, SCs are programmable

codes that are self-executable when the specified conditions
of agreement suffice. SCs are deployed either on public,
private, or permissioned BC, depending on the application
and the data access. The deployment of the contract takes
place from the owner’s wallet address, and the native code is
compiled, where the transaction includes the contract code,
and the recipient wallet address [24]. Once the contract is
successfully deployed, no change is possible to the transac-
tion. SCs make low-level calls to the underlying BC network
to store the arbitrary state and computation information.
Ethereum is considered a popular BC network for SCs, and
the contracts can be written in languages such as Solidity,
Serpent, Go, and others. The contract is executed on the
ethereum virtual machine, where the low-level bytecode is
generated. Ethereum contracts are Turing-complete, as it
involves branching and looping statements to represent pro-
gramming conditions that can implement any programming
problem [25]. In permissioned networks, SCs are often called
chain codes and are executed on Hyperledger frameworks
using services of orderers and channels.

3) Blockchain Operations
To verify a transaction, the BC network uses cryptographic
hash algorithms, such as MD-5, SHA-256, or SHA-512, to
generate a unique hash. The list of transactions and nonce
value is hashed, and each block’s hash is used to generate the
hash of the next block. Due to this, BC forms an impenetrable
network of transactions. Network nodes or SCs must validate
and reach a consensus on any new transactions before adding
them. The existing BC is extended due to the insertion of
the new block, which is not alterable. As a result of this
immutable ledger, a decentralized system is created that is
secure and reliable. Consensus methods are used to verify
and validate user status and transactions.

4) Consensus protocols
In this subsection, we discuss the consensus protocols of
BC. Normally, a consensus protocol assures agreement be-
tween all nodes, where they agree on a common commit
operation. In BC, once a block is proposed, it can be added
to the chain once most nodes validate the proposal. PoW
and Proof-of-Stake (PoS) consensus are known, and widely
used consensus protocols but are not suitable for industrial
operations due to the high-end resource, power, and elec-
tricity requirement to run the consensus process. As Industry
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5.0 is sensor-driven, low-powered consensus approaches are
suitable. Some of the scalable and low-powered consensuses
are listed as follows.

1) IOTA: IOTA is a distributed ledger and cryptocurrency
which is open-source and is optimized for the Internet-
of-Things (IoT) ecosystems. IOTA stores transactions
on its ledger via a directed acyclic graph (DAG),
which provides a possible advantage over BC-based
distributed ledgers in terms of scalability. IOTA does
not need miners to validate transactions. Instead, nodes
are required to approve two prior transactions before
issuing a new transaction on the network. As a result,
transactions are added without fees, and small trans-
action sets are also added to blocks. Such transactions
are termed micro-transactions. In the IOTA network, the
consensus is achieved via a coordinator node which the
IOTA Foundation manages. The network is currently
centralized due to the coordinator. The potential draw-
back is the single point of operation, which an adversary
might manipulate due to the single-attack point. Thus,
IOTA networks are vulnerable to DDoS attacks, where
the IOTA server is bombarded with fake bot requests.
Despite its centralised constraint, its monetary-free vi-
sion and direct connectivity with the underlying sensor
network make it beneficial for Industry 5.0 applications.
The underlying BC is lightweight, responsive, and scal-
able since SCs may directly retrieve data from sensor
nodes.

2) Tangle and DAG: Tangle is also based on the DAG
principle, where it is not under the control of any ex-
ternal authority, similar to a cryptocurrency transaction.
Tangle is heavily deployed in IoT applications to share
and store information in distributed ledgers. It supports
massive transaction calls between sensors seamlessly.
In tangle, we do not have the miner nodes, and thus
the network does not have the incentive mechanism
for miners [26]. It is highly scalable and supports mi-
crotransactions, just like IOTA. The limitations of the
Tangle network over BC are that the consensus is still in
developmental phases, and the security of transactions
is a prime concern. Moreover, Tangle networks are not
suitable for fully decentralized systems.

3) Tendermint: Tendermint is a consensus protocol that is a
member of the byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) family
of protocols and is mostly used in permissioned BC
setups. Tendermint, unlike practical BFT (PBFT), aligns
every node with different voting capabilities according
to the ownership stake. In Tendermint, voting is done
in two phases: the pre-vote and the pre-commit phase.
The block would be proposed when more than 2/3 of
validators execute pre-commit on the transaction on the
same round. Tendermint is suitable for IoT networks
but requires alterations to the monetary incentives of the
consensus protocol. Nevertheless, it would be one of the
widely used protocols in IoT with monetary inclusions

due to its low latency and high scalability.
4) Omniledger: Omniledger is a distributed ledger tech-

nology that ensures long-term security while operating
anonymously. It ensures security and accuracy by shard-
ing policy with a heuristic public-randomness tech-
nique. It selects statistical representative shards to ex-
ecute transactions, as well as a fast cross-shard commit
protocol for handling transactions that involve multiple
shards [39]. Omniledger additionally improves speed by
processing intra-shard transactions in parallel, pruning
the ledger via collectively-signed state blocks. It per-
forms low-latency "trust-but-verify" validation on low-
value transactions. This use of Omniledger in Industry
5.0 is mainly for automation tasks, where the captured
data from sensor nodes would be stored in decentralized
Omniledger.

D. STATE OF THE ART
This subsection presents the existing state-of-the-art surveys
on Industry 4.0, Industry 5.0, and their applicative use-cases
with BC. TABLE 5 represents the comparison based on
the parameters considered for this survey. In the healthcare
domain, Zhang et al. [27] discussed the various healthcare-
related matrices with the use of BC. A reference architecture
is proposed. However, security techniques for healthcare are
discussed, but no information or guidance related to privacy
and security compliance are discussed. Liu et al. [29] pro-
posed a computational logic-based healthcare architecture.
Still, the physical design concept was not covered, and the
regulations use-cases with BC integration are not discussed.

In the education sector, authors in [28] proposed the
concept of tokenization in BC for the evaluation of student
performance based on test and grade reports. The survey
proposes a reference architecture limited to specific fields,
but the open issues and challenges are not properly discussed.
Radonav et al. [30] proposed a BC-based healthcare solu-
tion with access control mechanism. The security standards
and validation protocols are not discussed in detail. They
discussed the taxonomy that helps identify open issues in
the medical domain. Nallapaneni et al. [32] presents the
convergence of IoT with BC in Industrial processes, and the
survey focuses on describing security issues and challenges
in IoT in detail. However, the scalable consensus mecha-
nism details to support the IoT networks are not discussed.
Konstantinidis et al. [31] discussed the business aspect of
industry applications, and a sector-wise bifurcation of BC
use-cases in business logics. The authors have not proposed
any reference framework and have not discussed the open
issues in the survey. Dave et al. [33] discuss the integration
of BC in industry 4.0, and presents the IoT related business
aspects. The authors have concluded that scalability and
interoperability are key principles considered in this domain
study. However, the security aspects and challenges of adopt-
ing BC are not the focus of their survey.

Monrat et al. [34] discussed adoption of BC in different
Industry 4.0 applications and the various roles and issues
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TABLE 5: A comparative analysis of existing surveys with the proposed survey

Author Year Objective Pros Cons 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
[27] 2017 Provided evaluation metric for

BC-based decentralized applica-
tion in healthcare.

Evaluation of metric in terms of
feasibility, compliance and capa-
bility in healthcare domain.

Security of patients data is not
discussed.

✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ X X X

[28] 2017 BC-based learning assessment
system in education field.

BC-based learning outcome policy
for education institutions to sup-
port continuous evaluation

Analysis with different applica-
tion in the dame domain is not
considered

✓ X ✓ ✓ X X X X

[29] 2017 Presented the advanced architec-
ture for healthcare system.

Secure and efficient way to ex-
change medical records among
different stakeholders.

Regulations of use either public
or private are not mentioned as
well as implementation cost is
high.

✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓

[30] 2018 Discussed the opportunities of
integrating BC in the field of
medicine.

BC system provides personalized
and secured way to store health
record.

Scalability issues with access
control.

X ✓ ✓ X ✓ X ✓ X

[31] 2018 Discussed BC scenarios for busi-
ness applications.

Pointed out areas where BC pro-
vides solutions to business prob-
lems.

Results of the survey does not
caters the implementation chal-
lenges.

X ✓ X X ✓ X X X

[32] 2018 Discussed issues and challenges in
energy distribution in IoT system.

Discussed issues and security in
the IoT ecosystem.

Does not consider the scalability
issues of implementations of IoT.

✓ X ✓ X ✓ X X ✓

[33] 2019 Discussed BC as key solution in
diverse society verticals

Explored the implementation
guidelines for developers

Result of the study does not dis-
cussed interoperability and scala-
bility

✓ X ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ X

[34] 2019 Detailed study of BC in different
smart city verticals

Benefits and tradeoff of integrating
BC is discussed.

Survey does not include security,
privacy and scalability

✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓

[35] 2020 Discussed the applications of BC
in industry 4.0 in different verti-
cals.

Focused on the security solution
that are applicable in business ap-
plications.

Survey does not discussed IoV,
robotics and edge computing ver-
ticals.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓

[36] 2020 Discussed security and privacy is-
sues in healthcare domain

Focused in Privacy and security
issues

conclusion of the survey is not
mentioned clearly

X ✓ X X ✓ ✓ X X

[37] 2021 Conduct survey of BC in informa-
tion system analysis and security

Extensive comparison, clustering,
and classification have been car-
ried out

Fault tolerance and compatibility
is not mentioned

X ✓ X X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[7] 2021 Survey of enabling technologies in
Industry 5.0

Complete overview of all the en-
abling technologies in Industry 5.0

Focusing on overview, it provides
very little information on role of
BC

✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[38] 2021 Authors have explored the link
between these enablers by utilis-
ing the total interpretative struc-
tural modeling technique (TISM)
approach.

Very structured bifurcation A black-box approch, and details
on how to perform the operations
are not discussed

✓ X ✓ X X X ✓ X

[17] 2022 To explore state of art in develop-
ment of industry 5.0 and its use
case with future applications.

Discusses ethical issue and designs
to solve the problem with Industry
5.0 with verticals

Limited reviews are taken into
consideration and bifurcation of
challenges is not discussed

✓ X ✓ X X X ✓ X

Propos-
ed

2022 An extensive survey on the poten-
tial integration of BC in Industry
5.0 verticals

Discusses the requirements of BC
in Industry 5.0 with effective use-
cases and solution taxonomy

Role of BC-driven AI verticals is
not discussed

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

1. Architecture, 2. Healthcare, 3. BC, 4. Simulation tool/Framework, 5. Security, 6. Hardware and Physical design, 7. Taxonomy, 8. Open issues and challenges, ✓-shows the
parameter is considered, X- shows that the parameter is not considered.

in the adoption of BC. However, the challenges and trade-
offs between BC and industrial processes are not clearly
explained to justify adoption. Bodkhe et al. [40] proposed
a BC-based smart tourism and hospitality framework that
employed time-series analysis of tourism data from BC
ledgers and presented the same as inputs to long short term
memory (LSTM) framework. The work provided predictions
on travel costs and presented a recommender model that
could provide prospective travellers with options for visits
to different places. Authors in [36] present an exhaustive
survey on BC with industrial applications like healthcare,
with a specific focus on security and privacy issues. Bodhke
et al. [35] proposed a detailed survey of BC in Industry
4.0, with the discussion of possible use-cases like healthcare,
smart grid, tourism management, manufacturing, IoT, and
others. Various merits and demerits of security solutions are
discussed, but the emerging applications that integrate AI like
robotics, digital twins, and Internet-of-Vehicles (IoV) are not
discussed.

Berdik et al. [37] presented their view on BC technology in

information systems through a comparative study. A solution
taxonomy is presented in the survey for information systems,
and potential challenges are discussed. Reddy et al. [7]
proposed an exhaustive survey on the visions of Industry 5.0,
and the key enables that build up the Industry 5.0 in different
realms. They have covered many interesting applications
and discussed potential use0cases. However, they have not
proposed a unified and generic integration framework in the
study. Kumar et al. [38] explored the linkage of various
enablers in Industry 5.0 through the TISM approach and have
explained the bifurcation of processes in a structured way.
However, the details in their covered subtopics are limited to
an overview of applications.

Recently, Dev et al. [17] proposed a survey on Industry
5.0 field with in-depth analysis of different verticals. They
have considered ethical issues to solve the problem in Indus-
try 5.0, but limited reviews have been considered for their
study. However, the survey lacks a discussion of the security
principles.
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TABLE 6: Research questions to support the survey

Questions Research Questions Objective
RQ1 How would BC impact industry 5.0 and its applications? To analyze the use of BC to provide transparency and traceability in the

business processes.
RQ2 What characteristics of BC help to integrate different business processes? To identify BC and its feature to improve secure communication among

processes
RQ3 What are the verticals in industry 5.0 that require security integration? To explore different industries where BC provides enterprise solutions
RQ4 What are the key challenges in adopting BC for industrial processes? To delve into the various issues and challenges of adopting BC as an

enterprise solution and propose future directions.

E. SURVEY GAPS
Most of the surveys are oriented toward discussing the under-
lying Industrial principles, key architectures of Industry 4.0
and beyond vision, or BC-based security design in a single
industry vertical like healthcare, manufacturing, or others.
However, in the future, Industry 5.0 would be a confluence
of emerging technologies like IoT, AI, and big-data manage-
ment, where a large amount of data would be monitored, pro-
cessed, and exchanged. Thus, the industrial perimeters must
have strong security and privacy in place. Furthermore, as BC
technology has matured, it would form a trusted perimeter
where the internal applications can have authentication and
authorization in place [41]. Thus, the integration of BC in
Industry 5.0 verticals is required to be discussed. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first survey that discusses the
reference architecture of BC-assisted Industry 5.0, presents
the solution taxonomy for different industry use-cases, and
discusses the open issues and research challenges, with the
inclusion of a case study of manufacturing and digital twin
technology as an application of industry 5.0.

III. SURVEY METHOD AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The section presents the survey methodology as outlined in
Kitchenham et al. [42], which outlines the logical process
of designing a survey. First, we propose a survey plan, and
after brainstorming among all authors, formulate the research
questions we want to address in the article. The survey
includes articles from academic databases filtered using the
inclusion-exclusion principle. The details of the same are
presented as follows.

A. SURVEY PLAN
The suggested survey is laid out methodically. For literature
collection, the following procedures are followed. In the first
phase, we determine the research objectives of the article and
propose the research questions that we particularly want the
article to address. The research questions are proposed based
on available research on academic databases and what is not
included as of yet. Then, based on set keywords, the articles
are collected. After that, we finally outline the rigorous
process of inclusion-exclusion to filter out the articles we
included in the survey. This literature study includes a variety
of publications in related domains such as Industry 4.0,
IoT, healthcare, agriculture, and BC. In addition, it includes
journal conferences, book chapters, short technical reviews,
and blogs on the respective topics. Next, the collected data
is inspected for quality, and afterwards, the survey relevant

information is extracted. Systematic execution of surveys
can assist researchers and scholars in producing fair results
without any bias.

B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
We have outlined the research questions for the article based
on available literature on Industry 5.0 and BC. TABLE 6
presents the research questions with the selected objectives,
which are addressed in the survey. In a nutshell, the research
questions conceptualize the inclusion of BC in different
verticals of Industry 5.0.

C. SOURCES
To prepare the survey, we have taken articles from academic
databases like ACM, Wiley, Elsevier, ScienceDirect, IEEE
Xplore, and Springer, which are the most commonly used
libraries. These libraries have a broad and diversified collec-
tion of literature.

D. SEARCH CRITERIA
The survey included publications that use BC as the funda-
mental principle and its deployment and integration in indus-
trial applications. We began by searching scholarly reposi-
tories for works based on the search term "Blockchain and
Industry 4.0/5.0." Then, using the keywords IoT, manufactur-
ing, agriculture, and other applications, we chose papers. The
OR keywords are then used to expand our academic database.
Papers based on the keywords "healthcare," "supply chain,
"digital twin," "digital assets," and others were also gathered.
Then we eliminated the publications that were not relevant
to our survey study. FIGURE 4 presents the list of keywords
and search strings used to search articles. Finally, we con-
tinued our search by looking at electronic publications and
references to the retrieved documents.

E. INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA
We began by sorting papers into categories based on their
relevance to the topic. FIGURE 3 illustrates the proposed
survey’s inclusion and exclusion criteria. We have included
320 research articles based on selected topics, out of which
70 are excluded as the titles are not relevant. Now, we studied
the abstract and conclusion of the article, and further 59
articles are excluded. At this point, we included 30 more
articles on digital twins and the manufacturing industry,
and AI-based industrial processes. Out of 221 articles, we
excluded 36 articles based on the article text on a preliminary
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Defined Search 
Keyword

Inclusion and Exclusion of 
articles based on search string 

on survey related topics

Input: #320
Exclusion based on the title of 

the articles
Output: #250

Input: #250
Exclusion based on the 

abstract and conclusion
Output: #221

Input: #185
Exclusion based on common 
challanges and references

Output: #168

Input: #221
Exclusion based on the Text of 

the article
Output: #185

1 65432

FIGURE 3: Inclusion and exclusion criteria

FIGURE 4: Search criteria strings

scan. Based on commonality, we narrowed it down to the
final 168 articles, which are included as a part of the study.

IV. BLOCKCHAIN FOR INDUSTRY 5.0: ARCHITECTURE
AND SOLUTION TAXONOMY
This section presents a proposed reference architecture of
BC-assisted Industry 5.0. Based on the reference architec-
ture, we propose the assisted solution taxonomy of BC-
based Industry 5.0. Thus, the section addresses the RQ2 and
RQ3, which are presented in TABLE 6. RQ2 is addressed
as we discuss a holistic reference architecture of BC-enabled
Industry 5.0, which is used to assure secured communication
among different processes. The proposed solution taxonomy
addresses RQ3 as we comprehensively discuss the applica-
tive use-cases of BC in Industry 5.0. The details are presented
as follows.

A. A PROPOSED BC-ENABLED INDUSTRY 5.0
ARCHITECTURE
In this subsection, we present the underlying technicali-
ties of the proposed reference architecture. FIGURE 5 de-
picts the same. The proposed architecture considers Industry
5.0 applications like supply-chain management, personal-
ized healthcare, smart education, manufacturing production
plants, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), connection with
cloud, edge, and fog systems for resource management and
control, and interfacing with emerging Web 3.0 architec-

ture. We consider reliable network services at the backdrop
of fifth-generation (5G) and beyond networks to assist the
reference architecture. The services include enhanced mo-
bile broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable low latency commu-
nications (uRLLC), and massive machine-type communica-
tions (mMTC). mMTC is required for sensor-based massive
control in Industry 5.0, where the collected sensor data
is distributed among different decentralized applications.
The stakeholders transact through decentralized applications
(DApps), which can be interfaced seamlessly with SCs to
automate conditions and payments via SCs. The edge ser-
vices authorize the data exchanged between the user and
the enterprise application. The components of the reference
architecture are discussed as follows.

1) Decentralized Applications

DApps are digital applications or program that runs on a
P2P BC network. A cryptographically empowered database
facilitates the exchange of information. A standard applica-
tion runs on a computer server owned and operated by a
single organization such as Uber and Twitter, whereas DApps
are autonomous and are free from the control of a central
authority. It ensures users’ privacy and provides flexibility
to the developer. DApp can store financial transactions, per-
sonal identity, SCs, and other healthcare data. Healthcare-
based DApps allow updates in the patient medical health
records (MHRs), which can be updated by different health-
care stakeholders like hospitals, doctors, and drug labs, on the
authorization by the patient entity. The medical practitioner
makes informed decisions based on what was examined and
administered before with precise accuracy.

Similarly, DApps are extremely useful in cloud, edge,
and fog environments, where services can be instantiated
for resource requirements. Recently, the dew computing
paradigm allows for the setup of a dew virtual machine
(DVM) on local computers (mobiles and laptops), which can
communicate with the dew server for analytics. The dew
server can periodically synchronize the local file contents
with the cloud through the DApp integration. DApps are set
up for specific UAV operation types in UAV-based networks,
where the UAV flight parameters are communicated to the
ground station through DApp. DApps can support the in-
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FIGURE 5: Proposed reference architecture of BC-assisted Industry 5.0 ecosystem

teractive smart Edutech sector through interactive learning
and holographic telepresence of teachers via augmented and
virtual reality (AR/VR), which pushes beyond the physical
boundaries. DApps communicate with SCs to automate pay-
ments between different stakeholders in the process pipelines
in supply-chain management. The emerging Web 3.0 archi-
tecture has close interfacing to support functionality-based
DApps, based on defined service sets.

2) API and Micro-service Integration

In Industry 5.0 applications, sensors are embedded with
tiny embedded controller devices with limited computing
capability and power supply. Thus, effective network com-
munication protocols are required to relay data between
different nodes. Thus, the sensor nodes require a loosely
coupled, independent, deployable service in heterogeneous
and specifically targeted toward defined tasks. Thus, the
micro-service paradigm is an integral component of Industry
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5.0 that extends the communication boundaries. Microser-
vices are tiny, lightweight, and extensible. Microservices
are easily executable on small isolated Docker containers,
making them ideal for edge computing. An authentication
and access method is necessary to protect the microservice’s
confidentiality and integrity for that only authorised user
has access to the service. To deliver a secure authentication
stream to the organisation, a micro-service security agent is
integrated with an application programming interface (API)
gateway.

3) Service Sets
Based on the type of BC network, service sets are specif-
ically created for the user requirements. Thus, it matches
the vision of Industry 5.0 hyper-personalization and mass
customization. Popular DApp provides services to enable
secure APIs for sending continuous data streams, which can
be read and interpreted via SCs. For example, a BC-based
advertising service provides control and privacy of end-user
data and provides service tokens to different users based on
recommendation clicks, generating revenue. Decentralized
credit services open the debt position against the locked
stable coin such as ethereum. In banking, the know your
customer (KYC) service verifies the customer’s identity and
streamlines the account opening process. In supply chains,
services track the raw material requests, their movement
to the warehouse, and the logistics control till the product
reaches the marketplace.

4) Docker Enabled Integration
To run the application quickly and reliably in a decentralized
computing environment, there is a need to provide a standard
set of software services and their code and dependencies.
Docker is a standalone and lightweight package that includes
everything a software requires to run, such as system tools,
settings, and environment variables. In addition, the applica-
tions running in containers are safe, as docker provides com-
plete isolation to the services made available to organizations.

5) Blockchain and VM Layer
The collected data from different verticals are stored as
transactional ledgers in the BC. In industrial setups, a permis-
sioned BC is a preferred choice that stores the records in the
form of transactions. A virtual machine (VM) is a preferred
choice to deploy transactions on BC, as it makes the data
independent of the intricacies of the operating system as well
as acts as a decentralized computer. The BC nodes can be
referred to through API calls, and to scale the transactions,
the main BC is connected with different chains which are cus-
tom and application-specific. This allows high transactional
throughput, and the consensus mechanism varies according
to the underlying application and the network support. For
example, healthcare applications can store patient medical
records at local nodes, where a global model is downloaded
and trained on local data. This paradigm is termed feder-
ated learning, and it allows data privacy and sanctity as

local data is not shared [43]. For the COVID-19 vaccina-
tion, we can set up user identification and purchase details
via SCs, and analyze the entire cold-chain process through
automated service level agreements between stakeholders.
Similar use-cases of BC can be related to cloud computing
and manufacturing processes that employ DT control. In
smart education, the online meeting meta information and the
AR/VR-enabled connection status information can be stored
on BC ledgers. In UAV networks, we can store the status
and initial coordinates of UAV swarms in the BC, which is
entered through the ground station controller. This assures
that in-flight operational data has not been tampered with,
and UAV swarms could safely carry out the delivery, search,
and rescue operations for disaster management control [44].
Normally, developers create their DApps and test them on
VM to trace the possible bugs. Once the code is tested, it
can be deployed on the test network or the mainnet, which
requires real cryptocurrency for executing the SCs.

6) Web 3.0-The key principles
Web 3.0 is decentralized and is mainly categorized into a
three-layer architecture- the frontend application layer, the
data layer, and the backend layer.

1) The Frontend Layer- The frontend layer is to leverage
communication between the DApps and the SCs. The
data of SCs is carried to the BC state ledger. The
frontend is supported by third-party node providers, like
Alchemy, Infura, and Quicknode. We use a lightweight
exchange model via Javascript object notation (JSON)
through a remote procedure call (RPC) specification.
The JSON-RPC is required to communicate the front
end to the BC network. It allows the frontend DApp
to run from the client space but executes the function-
alities on the remote machine through a driver stud
on the client. The communication is normally sup-
ported through HTTP or Web socket connections. Once
the DApp providers are connected to BC, the client
can trace the BC state and write transactions to the
BC network. The transactions are signed through the
client’s private key and are executed through a gas
fee. Providers, such as Metamask, present the runtime
environment to execute the transactions, where the low-
level calls are made to the ethereum VM.

2) The Data Layer- As BC has limited storage capabilities,
storing the entire transactional data on the main BC
network is not feasible, as it would drastically reduce the
network throughput. Moreover, the stored transactions
incur a gas fee, and thus it is a costly affair. Thus, a
viable solution is to store the data on a P2P storage
network such as interplanetary file systems (IPFS) or
a swarm network. IPFS is a P2P system protocol that
enables users to store content that can be connected
and fetched through browsers. The stored content is
encrypted and can be retrieved through the IPFS key.
The content metahash is stored in BC as transactions.
Swarm is similar to IPFS and is accessible through the
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ethereum SC. Once the data is stored on P2P storage
networks, queries can be fired through the GraphQL
language through the SC event handler, requiring P2P
gateways for socket connection transfer.

3) The backend layer- At the backend, the BC network
acts as a representative state machine that maintains the
program state and validates the contract rules. Once the
contract is executed, the consensus protocol of the BC
network is called, and the validation is done through
the miners or validator nodes. The backend logic sup-
ports the interaction of the SC data through different
databases such as NoSQL through a server-side appli-
cation. In cloud applications, a serverless approach is
also used. The connectivity to the database is managed
through API calls made by popular backend languages
like NodeJS, C#, GO, Python, and Ruby. For big-data
analytics, the frontend can connect to MongoDB, Cas-
sandra, FlockDB, and Neo4J.

7) Industry 5.0 verticals
This subsection discusses the different Industry 5.0 verticals
and associated components that interact with the BC network
with the Web 3.0 service. The details are presented as fol-
lows.

1) Supply-Chain Management- In a supply-chain ecosys-
tem, Industry 5.0 defines AI-driven pipelines, where the
genuineness, quality and expiration of the manufactured
product are monitored. Through a DApp, any supply-
chain stakeholder can place custom orders. The orders
and delivery conditions between two transacting peers
are executed through SCs, the system wallet blocks the
currency before the final trade, and once the product is
delivered, SC is executed to facilitate the real-time pay-
ments. Thus, it reduces capital expenditure (CAPEX)
and simplifies the logistics cycle. In healthcare-based
supply chains, prediction models are critical, where the
model results should be interpretable. With the rise of
Explainable AI (XAI), an explainable module has been
added to the supply-chain ecosystem that explains the
model results.

2) Personalized Healthcare- In Industry 5.0, the healthcare
sector is on the rise. Recent use-cases include telehealth
and telesurgery, where remote surgery is performed
through specialized cobots. The cobot and the surgeon
are connected through a responsive network, such as
tactile internet, with a low latency of < 1 ms. Healthcare
informatics with the use of AI and ML has evolved
much in the same line, federated learning is an emerging
paradigm that allows global cloud models trained with
local data without exchanging any sensitive information.
The local system only shares gradients and weights of
the parameter.

3) Manufacturing Plant- In manufacturing systems, cobots
would assist humans in repetitive tasks. Automation
would be a critical component in manufacturing plants,
combining industrial processes, control, and systems

to form a massive CPS. The pipelines would become
more intelligent and AI-driven, where the raw product
packaging and control data would be monitored. To
ensure the safety of plant operations, the machinery
inputs would be first simulated on a DT control, which
would be an emulation of the real physical process.
The DT outputs would be sent as feedback to the AI
models, and the manufacturing processes would become
intelligent. Once sufficient iterations are completed and
errors are minimized, the inputs will be fed to the real
processes. This would assure safety and high precision
in manufacturing.

4) Smart Education- At present, real-time BC-enabled use-
cases in the education industry include the storage of
student credentials, mark sheets, and credit transfers be-
tween different universities [45]. However, with the ris-
ing wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, online teaching-
learning is supported through online meeting platforms
such as Zoom, Cisco Webex, and Microsoft Teams. In
industry 5.0, smart education would be more innovative,
where there would be a blended mix of teaching through
an assisted environment. For example, AR/VR-enabled
remote labs would be set up to allow students to feel
the real experiment from a remote location. However,
it would require high networking bandwidth and low
latency in communications. Recently, 6G networks are
proposed which envision holographic telepresence that
can portray real-time, three-dimensional (3D) images of
a remote person in the student living room environment,
where the virtual image would interact and interplay
with physical objects in its nearby environment. The
images would be captured and rendered with nearby
objects, compressed, and transmitted over a responsive
service, such as FeMBB in 6G. Then, they would be
decompressed and projected using laser beams in the
living environment. However, as the confidential data is
shared over open channels, BC ledgers would maintain
the hologram state so that the environment sequence has
not been tampered with.

5) UAV and Disaster Management- At the UAV front in
Industry 5.0, services like medical aid [46], search and
rescue, military operations through sensor-driven bat-
tlefield networks, and surveillance operations would be
supported. BC would assist that UAV swarm networks
are not intercepted and malicious UAVs are not able to
disrupt the communication in the entire network [47]. A
similar use case also exists in the Internet-of-Vehicles
(IoV) scenario, where the confidential data of the vehic-
ular nodes are stored on BC ledgers [48]. For example,
electric vehicles (EVs) can communicate with peer EVs
to share energy in a P2P manner [49], or the charging
stations, and the transactional data is maintained in BC
ledgers as immutable and chronological records. Zuhair
et al. [50] proposed a UAV-based BC-assisted scheme,
named as BloCoV6, that proposed a massive surveil-
lance and contact tracing framework for the COVID-
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19 pandemic. The scheme is proposed on 6G services
that allow low latency in surveillance operations of
UAV swarms, where a real-time object detection process
in densely populated regions is constructed, and the
contract tracing ledgers are updated for persons in close
proximity of infected persons. The architecture used
UAVs to orchestrate mass-level surveillance operations.
However, the authors failed to discuss the consensus
process that manages the COVID-19 BC ledger, as
the contact tracing data is humongous. Thus the BC
scalability is limited for the practical use case.

6) Cloud/Edge/Fog Computing- In Industry 5.0, massive
data would be exchanged, and thus enterprises would
rely on cloud, fog, and edge computing infrastructures
to provide resources, storage, and network to host their
applications. On a pay-per-usage policy, cloud comput-
ing models mainly provide software, infrastructure, and
platforms as service models. Recently, industrial IoT
applications require low latency and stable connection
bandwidth and thus resource management and process-
ing should be supported at multiple and distributed
work nodes. Thus, the edge computing paradigm allows
processing at local edges, where complex tasks are
broken down into tiny subtasks and are assigned to local
nodes. These local nodes assist tiny service operations,
which reduces communication latency. Edge computing
assures high reliability in industrial systems. A close
technique, fog computing extends the cloud computing
model and services at the network edge and provides
service to end-users with high mobility. The services are
normally hosted on access points in the fog network.
This reduces the overall servicing latency of applica-
tions and is suitable for real-time embedded control sys-
tems. Another approach, termed dew computing, allows
an on-demand premise setup of associated software,
services, and hardware on a local device itself. Thus, it
allows the devices to work offline without connecting to
the cloud server. An instance of the dew server runs on
the local device, which connects to the cloud server, and
synchronizes its contents once it is online. A popular
example of dew computing is Dropbox, which stores a
local dew machine on the system that synchronizes the
file contents when the system is online and connected to
the cloud dropbox server. To support the operations of
dew computing, tiny microcontainers are set up which
are isolated and independent of other application ser-
vices. ML-based container orchestration has recently
been set up for distributed applications for autoscaling
system infrastructures and managing diverse workflows.
In such cases, ML-based prediction models are applied
that improve the resource provisioning of containers,
and improve the end-user quality-of-experience [51].

B. SOLUTION TAXONOMY OF BC APPLICATIONS IN
INDUSTRY 5.0 VERTICALS
Based on the proposed architecture, this subsection outlines
the solution taxonomy of BC-assisted Industry 5.0 in differ-
ent applications. FIGURE 6 presents the solution taxonomy.
We now follow an in-depth discussion on the same.

1) Smart City
Smart cities strive to promote a sustainable lifestyle by
creating a greener, safer urban environment and therefore
realize the sustainable vision of Industry 5.0. The futurists
have already begun exploring Industry 5.0 to incorporate
a human feel or personalization through co-working and
between robots and humans. Various smart gadgets deploy
heterogeneous sensors to collect data in smart cities. Data
from these sensors are analyzed and used to improve the
functioning of traffic and transportation systems and schools
and libraries. Due to greater usage of IoT devices, the notion
of a smart city has gained prominence, and it integrates big
data, AI, and assisted networking technologies. The con-
fluence has resulted in advanced IoT paradigms, termed as
Internet-of-Everything (IoE). We need effective procedures
to create further smart cities to solve the existing energy,
transportation, environmental, governance, and concerns. To
successfully and efficiently deploy smart city projects, some
unresolved challenges such as inadequate security in IoT,
difficulty maintaining and upgrading equipment, preserving
user confidence, optimizing data centre costs, damage resis-
tance, security, and privacy must be addressed. BC technol-
ogy [52] can solve all of these issues, making it ideal for
constructing smart city solutions.

In smart cities, energy management is a critical concern.
Moreover, an adversary can tamper with energy data from
smart grids. BC alleviates the challenges of big data control
and energy management in the grid, and IoT environment
[53], [54]. This study examined concerns such as user cred-
ibility, data accountability in the central database, and data
privacy protection. BC mitigates the entry of malicious nodes
and rogue access points in the ecosystem. Authors in [55]
proposed a BC-based decentralized database with boosted
storage and computation capability with assisted data privacy
in IoT. The proposed technique effectively avoided numerous
assaults on network infrastructure. Sharma et al. [56] exam-
ined the potential challenges on smart city network architec-
ture. Due to the exponential growth in data volume and linked
IoT devices, existing smart city frameworks face bandwidth,
security, latency, and scalability difficulties. To solve these
difficulties, they developed a hybrid smart city architecture.
The hybrid architectural scheme divides it into two parts,
namely, the core and the edge. This architecture was designed
to combine the best of both worlds, i.e., the distributed and
centralized designs. The authors of this study proposed the
PoW strategy to increase privacy and simulated the suggested
model to assess its viability and performance in terms of
latency and throughput. An integration of BC and software-
defined networking (SDN) based network architecture was
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FIGURE 6: Taxonomy of BC Applications in Industry 5.0

proposed, but critical aspects like how to deploy edge nodes
and allow caching at edge nodes were ignored. This research
gap opens up a lot of potential future work in this area.

Biswas et al. [57] presented a four-layer decentralized BC
security approach, with the four layers as physical, database,
communication, and interface. They integrated smart devices
and created a secure and reliable communication mechanism
for smart cities. Multiple smart device standards were created
for the physical layer to share and integrate data. The com-
munication layer utilizes BC protocols to offer anonymity
and security of sent data. Many real-time applications such as
smart parking, house cleaning, and road traffic management
systems could benefit from widespread usage of the private
ledger [58]. This framework scalability is also nice for real
setups, and the suggested model has high degrees of fault
tolerance, capability, reliability, and speed. The limitation of
the paper is that they have not focused on the scalability and
the interoperability issues.

Rivera et al. [59] described smart city architecture as a
digital hub that connects government, schools, universities,
and the economy [60]. The paper focused on modern cor-
porate and smart city scenarios, where the user identity is
paramount. The authors established that user identity and
security are paramount for Industry 5.0, which aligns with
human-centric development. Digital identification is key in
securing networked devices in a smart city. However, impor-
tant topics that include architecture, smart energy, and SDN-
based security were not addressed. Liao et al. [61] concen-
trated on the interoperability and transparency of services in
the smart city. The authors presented a fair and transparent
ecosystem with limited openness toward data transfer. The
authors proposed a lottery-based incentive system and a
BC-based smart city lottery system. The scheme is named
FairLotto, a three-layered BC-based lottery system with
four lightweight protocols. The suggested system included

four stages, namely, close-time, purchase, initialization, and
validating winning numbers. This four-layered architecture
ensured that every player had an equal chance of winning. No
financial transactions were stored in the BC in the FairLotto
system. This ensured transactional privacy and fairness in the
lottery system. The authors did not discuss the networking
aspects of the scheme, and the paper lacked connectivity and
service integration. Also, the experimental parameters for
designing the scheme are not discussed.

2) Smart Healthcare
Industry 4.0 facilitated mass customization, but personaliza-
tion and human feel are required in the healthcare industry.
Thus, a paradigm shift is required from mass customization
to mass personalization to cater to the specific requirements
of the patients through the healthcare providers. FIGURE 7
presented the key visions of BC-assisted healthcare applica-
tions. As we shift towards Healthcare 5.0, the interaction be-
tween doctors, hospitals, and associated stakeholders would
improve, which would enable quality of experience for the
patient. In healthcare 4.0, the focus is on analytics-driven
from patient records, but the analytics is mostly centralized
on healthcare clouds. With rising decentralization, the analyt-
ics would shift towards local edge models, and thus, patient
data privacy and security must be protected as it is exposed
to various threats [62].

Thus, smart healthcare is oriented towards sensor-assisted
body area networks, where the local nodes would monitor the
patient’s health and collect the data. Doctors, patients, and
medics should have secure and authorized access to health-
care records. Secure data transfer is critical for decisions such
as designing new hospital services, recommending doctors,
studying symptoms of various diseases, and enhancing the
overall model.

TABLE 7 compares the latest healthcare security standards
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utilized in smart healthcare. These standards are compared
based on access control, security maturity, cost and com-
plexity reduction, and healthcare compliance. Patient data
must be supplied frequently for medical research, treatment
decisions, and disease symptom analysis. Traditional access
control policies do not safeguard the transfer of extremely
sensitive healthcare documents. Moreover, patients rarely
communicate their medical histories with clinicians [63].
In an emergency, the patients’ medical records are required
but are often unavailable due to inadequate record-keeping.
Smart healthcare is based on the massive collection and
distribution of electronic health records (EHRs), and the
EHRs are stored as transaction ledgers in the BC network on
healthcare clouds, or edge nodes, with proper authorization
policies. The fundamental challenge in the health industry
is enabling privacy and confidentiality on patient-sensitive
attributes, which should not be disclosed, and maintaining the
data availability for supervised analytics. BC can facilitate
smart healthcare for patients, doctors, hospitals, and insur-
ance companies.
In recent studies, authors in [64] proposed a healthcare
data gateway (HDG) on a BC-based intelligent applica-
tion framework. HDG is a secure data gateway that allows
patients to share and control their data. It processes and
manages patient data anonymously. HDG has three layers,
namely, the utilization, management, and storage layers.
The data utilization layer includes physicians, businesses,
governments, and researchers. HDGs are connected to the
data management layer. This layer also controls patient data,
indices, and schema. The storage layer provides secure and
scalable storage, ensuring confidentiality and integrity to the
healthcare system. Azaria et al. [65] created a decentralized
healthcare scheme termed as MedRec for large-scale EHR
data management. This scheme used a BC-based transaction

model which guarantees the confidentiality, accountability,
and authentication of health records. The authors in [78]
created a dependable healthcare system based on pervasive
social networks (PSNs) and a variety of protocols. The
protocol mentioned first is an upgraded version of IEEE
02.15.6 protocol that shows authentic associations. It was
used to establish secure connections between mobile devices
and resource-constrained sensor nodes by imposing uneven
computational requirements on mobile devices and sensor
nodes. The second protocol is designed on BC and is used to
exchange verified data through the PSN nodes. The authors
evaluated the performance by examining the recommended
procedures and other parameters. The suggested solution ex-
emplified the utility of BC technology, particularly for PSN-
based applications. However, the suggested system’s perfor-
mance was not evaluated on a large-scale PSN-based system.
Furthermore, as highlighted by the authors, the proposed sys-
tem performance might be enhanced in terms of transport and
environmental monitoring [79]. The authors of [80] debated
a point of view about a BC-based healthcare database man-
agement for selecting and inserting items. Additionally, they
provided a structure for sharing and maintaining electronic
medical records (EMRs), particularly for cancer patients. The
suggested architecture featured both a front-end and a back-
end. The back-end was composed of membership services,
a certification authority, node clusters, a load balancer, and
different cloud storage for patient certificates and data. This
reduces the turn-around time for sharing medical records and
empowers the decision-making skill of the involved authority
for better medical treatment. Additionally, the suggested
system ensured the availability, privacy, security, and access
management of EMR data. Author in [81] created a BC-
based framework MeDShare, which is designed to manage
large amounts of medical data in the cloud using big data,
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TABLE 7: Existing research on BC-assisted Healthcare vertical of Industry 5.0 ecosystem

Author Year Objective 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Pros Cons
[66] 2018 An attribute-based BC system to pro-

tect the EHRs.
X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Identity-based encryption as-

sures traceability and integrity
of the data in the database

Does not provide the imple-
mentation and deployment.

[30] 2018 To investigate the potential applica-
tions of BC technology in the medical
network

X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X X Database encryption based on
user identity, and ensures the
integrity and traceability en-
sured

Data accessibility and scala-
bility is not addressed.

[67] 2018 Proposed a attribute based secure sig-
nature scheme for the use of EHRs for
different authorities.

X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ Immutability of the informa-
tion ledger

Interoperability and privacy
are not discussed.

[68] 2018 To investigate the usability of BC in
heterogeneous healthcare data stored
in the cloud.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X P2P network, database decen-
tralization, and cryptographic
security

Traditional data storage in data
warehouse.

[69] 2018 To create a smart contract based
healthcare system with the purpose of
enabling safe automated remote pa-
tient monitoring.

X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X A ledger based on hashes, a
P2P network

Delay in the response due to
large scale key management.

[70] 2018 To investigate the possibility of contin-
uous patient monitoring using patient-
centric agents.

✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X Encryption and authentication
that are both lightweight and
tamper-proof, as well as pro-
tection against single points of
failure

High and variable end-to-end
delay.

[71] 2018 To investigate the feasibility of decen-
tralizing attribute-based signatures in
healthcare through BC.

X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Secure exchange of large-
scale and dispersed EHRs, and
provide anonymity

Scalability and robustness of
the scheme.

[72] 2019 Examines current BC technology in
healthcare sectors and evaluates their
advantages and disadvantages.

✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Analyzed the potentials of BC
in healthcare domain

Does not discussed privacy
issues in storage of health
records.

[73] 2019 Integrating BC technology and deep
learning to protect EHRs

✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Signature based schemes to
protect collusion attacks.

Higher communication cost
due to lattice cryptosystem.

[74] 2020 To explore the applications in health
sector and framework of future imple-
mentation of architecture with security
compliance

✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ Evaluated the gaps and im-
plications of BC to improvise
healthcare industry.

Issues with data integrity and
encryption is minimal

[75] 2021 Evaluation of existing model and its
implementation of healthcare based on
PRISMA framework

✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ X ✓ Security, privacy, cost and per-
formance are discussed in a
comparative way

Simulation related informa-
tion and data sharing mecha-
nism

[76] 2021 EHR system based on off chain med-
ical data storage with implementation
of SC

✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ X ✓ X Decentralized architecture and
robust system for medical data

automation of health diagnos-
tic and decision-making sys-
tem

[77] 2022 SC-based patient health management
having modified Merkle tree and im-
mutable log

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ X Security and integrity through
hash functions

process of real-time imple-
mentation

1. Architecture, 2. Data integrity, 3. Medical data sharing, 4. Access control, 5. Distributed electronic health records, 6. The patient encryption key, 7. Simulation tool/ Framework,
8. The algorithm, ✓- shows the parameter is considered, X- shows the parameter is not considered.

information transfer and shared stored securely. The authors
concluded that cloud service providers might achieve audit-
ing and data provenance using the MeDShare by comparing
its performance to conventional data sharing methods. The
proposed solution also decreased privacy risks. However,
data interoperability, scalability, and key management were
not addressed. Rifi et al. [82] explored crucial issues like
interoperability and scalability and the benefits of using BC
technology for medical data transmission.

Liang et al. [83] addressed privacy and identity manage-
ment through a BC channel construction and membership
service. They also presented a mobile-controlled hyperledger
fabric architecture with permissioned BCs. The suggested
effort focused on validating network nodes and preserving
healthcare data. Magyar et al. [84] developed a BC-based
information paradigm. This model incorporated complex
electronic health data (EHD). Using cryptographic tech-
niques and BC, they enabled the creation of a decentralized
and disposable network. The model was created based on
the American health insurance portability and accountability
act (HIPAA) regulations. The authors did not present any

methodology or method to manage EHD-related concerns
such as security, integrity, and portable user ownership of
data. Individuals and hospitals produce vast amounts of
healthcare-related data every day, and Jiang et al. [13] ex-
ploited the features to assure data confidentiality, privacy, and
integrity of health records. The authors designed a BC-based
model to exchange health-related information. This system
considered personal healthcare data and computerized medi-
cal records. They studied several methods and requirements
for sharing and storing healthcare data. The framework used
two loosely coupled BCs, one for electronic medical records
(EMR), and the other for data.

Various chain verification and storage approaches were
incorporated to ensure authenticity and privacy. Also,
the authors created two transaction packaging algorithms,
TP&FAIR and FAIR-FIRST, for PHRD-Chain and EMR-
Chain. The BlocHIE framework was used to compare the
two packing algorithms, throughput, and fairness. The author
in [85] suggested that health data can be utilized for further
research and innovation in healthcare. The authors of [85]
proposed a new architecture on BC to secure permission for
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FIGURE 8: A layered IoT reference architecture for Industry
5.0

data management sharing in the healthcare business. Three
layers were devised- a web platform, a cloud middleware
platform, and a BC network. As demonstrated in work, this
design has the potential to enhance security and integrity
significantly. The KONFIDO project used this model to test
parameters, including interoperability and data exchange.
The authors claim the proposed methodology improved pa-
tient anonymity, process automation, auditing, data integrity,
and accountability.

3) Internet-of-Things
In Industry 4.0, there is a deep interconnection between IoT
nodes and AI to train the data collected from the sensor
nodes. With the shift towards Industry 5.0, the sensors would
be intelligent and learn from nearby environments. FIGURE
8 presents a layered reference architecture of IoT in Industry
5.0 ecosystem. The physical layer would be sensor-enabled
communication, which would communicate through IoT net-
work protocols like 6lowPAN, Zigbee, HART, and other
protocols over the WiFi, Bluetooth, and cellular networks
like 5G or beyond networks. There is a decentralized layer
to store the sensor data as BC transaction ledgers for secu-
rity. A permissioned or permissionless consensus approach
is presented based on application requirements. Finally, we
connect to applications at the interface layer.

Industry 5.0 is based on accessibility and communication
between humans and machines. IoT technology would enable
easier and more comprehensive machine access. Due to
this, IoT would allow robotic systems to be useful human
collaborators. When this type of cooperation is available, it
makes facilities more efficient. Industry 5.0 combines human
workers’ flexibility with robotics speed and accuracy. This
movement would be impossible without IoT connectivity.
IoT connects various devices to the internet to share infor-

01
Text

TextText

Sensors

Middleware

Gateway

Applications

FIGURE 9: Components of IoT architecture

mation and perform tasks such as measuring humidity, tem-
perature, and moving shafts. Using IoT, correct information
can be delivered to the targeted people at the right time.

Sensors continuously collect data that can be used to make
effective decisions. The number of devices connected to
the internet is expected to reach 50 billion shortly, which
necessitates a new approach to the design and integration
of these devices to provide a future-proof delivery network.
IoT architecture is the backbone of any application. It should
be carefully crafted to meet evolving functional, scalability,
availability, and maintainability requirements. FIGURE 9
presents a layered reference architecture of IoT-driven In-
dustry 5.0 system. Security would be a central driving force
in the IoT ecosystems. Nowadays, most IoT sensor devices
are insecure and easily hackable. The devices have limited
computational memory, network, and storage capacity. These
features make such devices more vulnerable to attacks than
a traditional computer. Samaniego et al. [86] proposed that
cloud-centric IoT systems caused network latency issues.
They created virtual resources (VR) to solve these issues,
presenting a software-defined IoT management construct.
Decentralized, tamper-proof BCs solve the IoT security is-
sues. One of the key challenges in integrating BC in IoT
networks is service hosting. As edge devices have limited
computational and bandwidth, they can be hosted by fog, or
cloud [87]. Authors in [88] examined and categorized key
IoT security obstacles and demands. Lesser-known solutions
were tabularized and compared. To address the future re-
search issues, the authors suggested integrating BC as a key
solution to provide reliable, scalable, and efficient security
solutions for the IoT.

Singh et al. [89] concluded that the existing security meth-
ods cannot protect IoT applications from business-related
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cyber-attacks. They also proposed three different BC-based
IoT security patterns. Numerous distributed ledger technolo-
gies, such as ethereum, hyperledger fabric, and IOTA, are
appropriate for IoT deployment [90]. The article examined
the performance of different protocols for developing IoT
applications. Additionally, the authors provided three de-
signs. As a result, the designs enhanced network security and
decreased network traffic. The difficulty with these designs
is that they are limited in monitoring IoT device transactions
automatically. Using ethereum and a computing platform,
Huh et al. [91] developed a novel method for managing IoT
devices. They suggested three SCs that would track meter
readings and preserve light bulb and air - conditioners values
using public keys and signatures. The computer systems, air-
conditioners, and light bulbs can identify and ignore harmful
assaults on the network, monitored and detected via the
proposed SCs. However, the paper did not address attack
vectors such as denial of service and data synchronization.
Additionally, the suggested technique addressed only a tiny
proportion of IoT devices, preventing the implementation of a
scalable multi-device IoT system. Liao et al. [61] investigated
the design and architectural problems for IoT services based
on BC technology. There were no detrimental consequences
on architectural qualities such as robustness, efficiency, or
security. Storage capacity and Scalability, anonymity and
data privacy, and consensus methods are examined by Reyna
et al. [92]. They recognized the advantages of BC technology
for IoT and proposed several integration topologies. Addi-
tionally, the study explored how to leverage BC to boost the
performance and practicality of IoT applications.

4) Smart Manufacturing
Industry 5.0, in general, focuses on reinstating the "human
touch" into contemporary production processes and technolo-
gies. While the third industrial revolution was concerned with
mass production, the fourth with mass customization and
efficiency, and the fifth was concerned with personalized or
creative production. It’s the ideal fit for applications or ser-
vices that benefit from a tailored and human touch. Fashion
and clothing development is an excellent example of Industry
5.0 advancements. Human intelligence will collaborate with
cognitive computing to create higher-value-added products
and services. Industry 5.0 would enable customers to mass
customize their orders. Consider the possibility of buyers
customizing shoes or apparel — picking colours, styles, and
materials — before production. This process encompasses
asset management, operations management, intelligent man-
ufacturing, planning and the human-machine interaction.
According to Li et al., [93], IoT has made conventional
manufacturing operations turn into smart manufacturing pro-
cesses, which are more efficient than cloud manufacturing.
As a result, most manufacturing organizations have invested
millions of dollars in IoT applications. By 2020, 40 Billion
people would be using IoT in manufacturing and logistics
[94]. These benefits include increased energy efficiency, pre-
dictive maintenance, improved product quality and reduced

downtime. IoT has several use-cases in manufacturing opera-
tions [95]. As we all know, energy is one of the highest costs
in production, so achieving energy efficiency through IoT-
centered smart manufacturing is critical.

Authors in [96] proposed a prototype of a decentralized,
trustworthy scheme FabRec that connected physical devices
and computed nodes. Audit trails ensured transparency in this
prototype. In the decentralized network, the authors created
SCs to allow nodes to interact without human intervention.
The suggested architecture enables smart manufacturing by
linking nodes and physical devices. This centralized net-
work faces security and availability issues. To solve these
issues, authors of [93] created a prototype BVmfg, which is
a distributed network architecture based on BC technology.
This five-tier design fosters trust between users and service
providers to facilitate secure service sharing. The authors
evaluated BVmfg performance on 15 end-users and 5 service
providers, with a particular emphasis on security and scal-
ability. The authors then enhanced their prototype to also
include data exchange from the shop floor and machines
[97]. The authors used a BC network for service providers
and retailers to capture essential data. The new prototype
built a level 2 P2P network using a BC. It addressed cloud
manufacturing security and centralization successfully.

Authors in [93] suggested an injection mould redesign
information-sharing system based on a BC with four layers.
This study established the rules and criteria for securing
the system in a trusted setting. It also allowed owners to
share data and assets among themselves securely. The search
efficiency is improved with the help of k-nearest neighbour
retrieval. The proposed paradigm was limited to some ap-
plications and incomplete to others. According to [98], the
OMNeT++ simulator was used to assess industrial network
needs such as scalability and flexibility. To evaluate existing
BC-based manufacturing systems. TABLE 8 examines the
usage of BC in smart industry verticals that include digital
payments, business models, and smart manufacturing crite-
ria, with a discussion on associated benefits and potential
limitations.

5) Robotics
There are many other perspectives and important technolo-
gies of Industry 5.0, one of which is Swarm Robotics.
Robotics is crucial for Industry 5.0 operations, as they would
work cooperatively with each other in manufacturing indus-
tries or warehouses. Another application of swarm robotics
is in self-driving cars. Keeping in mind the steep change
in the trend of automatic driving, it won’t be unrealistic
to expect completely self-driving cars to be a new normal.
Furthermore, it will be interesting to speculate how long it
will take before computers are declared superior to humans in
driving. Keeping this in mind, swarm robotics can help solve
the problem of traffic jams and even eliminate the need for
traffic signals [109]. Eduardo Castelló Ferrer explains how
merging BC technology and other distributed systems, like a
robotic swarm, improves the security, autonomy, flexibility,
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TABLE 8: BC-assisted smart manufacturing business in Industry 5.0

Author Year Objective 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Pros Cons
[99] 2017 Analysed the cost of using BC in differ-

ent business model
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X Computational cost model of

ethereum
High transaction cost.

[100] 2017 Discussed adoption and development of
BC for government sector.

✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ Explored design aspects of domain-
specific BC

Failed to detect fraud in incentive
distribution.

[101] 2018 To develop an inter-bank payment sys-
tem on BC for commercial purpose.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Prototype support gridlock solution
and gross settlement

Higher cost due to centralization

[102] 2018 To safeguard the execution of sensitive
business processes on the BC

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X Trust, transparency, and account-
ability in business model

Not mentioned confidentiality and
privacy.

[103] 2018 To manage organization processes with
the use of BC technology

✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓ ✓ There is no point of failure of the
system

Not mentioned Latency, throughput
and bandwidth of the approach

[104] 2018 To improve the transparency of corporate
processes using BC technology

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ X Distributed database, traceability
and immutability

Transparency in food supplychain

[105] 2018 To implement a BC-based smart cooper-
ation for business process

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X Smart contracts, collaborations and
secure Authentication

High Latency Traffic

[31] 2018 To conduct an examination of the com-
mercial uses of BC technology

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ Smart collaboration, authentication Implimentation complexity

[106] 2019 To conduct an investigation into the com-
mercial uses of BC technology

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X Transparency Privacy of data is not considered.

[107] 2020 A secure biometric based authentication
scheme for UAVs is presented

X ✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ X Identity registration of UAVs is
based on random oracles, which en-
sures diffusion in registration func-
tions

A lightweight security module is
not discussed owing to computa-
tional UAV requirements.

[108] 2022 An integration of BC and federated
learning for vehicular ecosystems to as-
sure privacy of vehicle data

X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ Federated offloading model is pro-
posed that sends the local updates to
global server in a lightweight man-
ner

Security cost analysis is not pre-
sented

1 : Business process service 2 : Trust management 3 : Security 4 : Architecture 5 : Consensus transaction mechanism 6 : Cost model 7 : Monetary policy

and profitability of robotic swarm operations [110]. The
article highlights how BC technology is utilized to solve
four emergent problems in swarm robotics research. The
authors describe novel security, decision-making, behaviour
distinction, and commercial models for swarm robotic sys-
tems through case studies and examples. Finally, the limits
and potential future difficulties associated with combining
these two approaches are explored.

Authors of [110] study a specific aspect of swarm robotics.
They propose that while swarm robotics systems are typically
touted as fault-tolerant, research has focused on controlled
laboratory conditions, ignoring security challenges posed
by Byzantine robots or robots that act arbitrarily defective
or maliciously. With swarm coordination systems failing,
one or more Byzantine robots may be sufficient in many
situations. A BC-based security management solution for
swarm robotics systems is demonstrated in their work. Their
technique employs decentralized BC-based SCs to ensure
swarm coordination and identify and exclude Byzantine
swarm members. We contrasted the BC-based strategy’s
performance in a collective decision-making scenario with
and without Byzantine robots and with an existing collective
decision technique. When Byzantine robots are part of the
swarm, the results reveal a clear advantage of BC.

6) Cloud Computing

This section brings the reader’s attention to decentralized
edge-computing models proposed by researchers globally.
On the other hand, a parallel technology known as mobile
edge computing (MEC) has emerged that has a variety of
uses in distributed networks [111]. According to the authors,
its primary benefit is that it accelerates pf processes over
the networks. However, like with BC, edge computing has

drawbacks[112].In addition, its security and management
mechanisms have been deemed deficient. As a result, the
concept was born to connect the two technologies and lever-
age their respective capabilities. Combining the two would
result in powerful network servers, massive data storage,
and enhanced transaction security. However, the integration
would be more effective if certain precautions were taken.
For instance, there is a requirement to address scalability,
resource management, and system security in the proposed
approaches. To address the integration issue, this article
presents a decentralized BC-based MEC paradigm is pro-
posed.

7) Internet of Vehicles

With technical advancements in the automobile sector, vehi-
cles have shifted towards renewable sources of fuel consump-
tion to reduce their carbon footprints. Businesses continue
to place a higher premium on their automobiles than on
the environment they run. Nonetheless, the advent of BC
as a feasible means of data storage and communication is a
positive development. Fostering settings that permit two-way
communication between automobiles and their supporting in-
frastructure is crucial to guarantee the successful implemen-
tation of autonomous vehicles. Although the IoT and smart
cities have aided in this progress, BC technology represents a
huge step forward that has the potential to change the future
of driving.

One of the biggest barriers to autonomous automobiles
becoming more usable in real scenarios is their resilience
and connectivity with the external entities. The autonomous
vehicles are equipped with sensors and are network con-
trolled, where they communicate through controller area
networks (CAN), and local area interconnect (LIN) environ-
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ments. However, in road scenarios, the network has to be
responsive to support massive data exchange over vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-roadside units (V2R), and vehicle-
to-infrastructure (V2I) links. Recently, with the advent of 5G
and 6G services [113], the links are capable of supporting
and processing massive amounts of data per second, but they
must do it independently and in isolation. This functionality
is substantially enhanced by utilizing IoT devices to gather
and communicate crucial contextual data to automobiles to
optimize their performance. This should include driving con-
ditions, vehicle accidents, and other cars on the road, all of
which may affect a vehicle’s power to navigate. In reality, IoT
devices continue to be restricted by the limitations of existing
technology. Centralization exposes data to danger, and the
difficulty of data to be swiftly transferred between locations
diminishes its value in real-time circumstances. However, BC
can transform the existing state of affairs considerably.

In Internet-of-Vehicles (IoV) scenarios, the key advantage
of BC inclusion is trust among the communicating vehicles
and authorization of owner identities. In IoV, both certificate
and certificate-based registrations are considered for owner
identity management. Automated vehicles must maintain a
continual awareness of three important variables: the road
driving conditions, vehicle position, and the location of
roadside units and other vehicles. BC also facilitates energy
trading among autonomous vehicles in a trusted manner,
as the records are stored as immutable and chronologi-
cal ledgers. Businesses have already implemented enhanced
vehicle monitoring and communication to increase overall
connectedness. Developing decentralized networks capable
of more smoothly transferring data among nodes is the first
step in developing a secure driverless environment. Around
14% of drivers would feel confident riding in a self-driving
car, as per the American Automobile Association’s (AAA)
annual automated vehicle study for 2021 [114].

To streamline transactions among vehicles, microtransac-
tions play an important role. They streamline transactional
flow among vehicular entities and support the surrounding
infrastructure. They increase the communication bandwidth
as services are tiny and require low power consumption.
In V2V links, the vehicle owners pay for specific prices
through cryptocurrency tokens over DApp. Basic services
might include weather forecasts, gas costs, lane congestion
statistics, and route maps. Vehicles might also earn tokens
by selling user data to other vehicles over peer links. Thus,
BC creates a closed V2V loop that assures proper incentives
and rewards for participation in the network. In V2I links,
BC offers a substantially simpler payment environment for
vehicles to simplify various driving elements. The payment is
automated based on underlying SCs. For example, consider
SCs are executed between vehicle owners and infrastructure
providers like government, cloud services, and others for a
diverse range of applications like toll payments, insurance
registration, and automated cloud service pricing.

Another use-case of vehicular networks includes the BC-
based ride-sharing industry. While ride-hailing apps like

Uber and Lyft presently dominate the market, popular ride-
sharing services like Google’s Waze are gaining momentum
by prioritizing carpooling over taxis. The Toyota research
institute (TRI) has already made considerable strides in re-
searching and preparing for BC integration in the automobile
industry. TRI has partnered with many businesses to create
BC-based solutions that improve ride-sharing, including car-
sharing for vacant seats, capacity management, and other
service sets. Thus, BC-based vehicular networks have great
potential as they leverage automobile stakeholders and infras-
tructure companies to form a seamless payment and trusted
exchange solution.

8) Smart Agriculture
The Agri-food system requires critical data and available nat-
ural resource information to increase the production capacity.
This information assists the farmers in acting against natural
calamities. As depicted in FIGURE 10, BC assures data and
information flow from inputs to outputs via several phases
of value addition, while goods and cash flows from output
to input. IoT networks play a vital role in smart agriculture
as it allows sensor-driven networks to control the agriculture
processes. It allows precise measurements of inputs to agri-
culture fields like water measure, proper temperature control,
humidity, and fertilizer intakes on the crops. However, as the
sensor networks communicate data over wireless channels,
there are possibilities of attacks [115]. Any malicious sensor
node might trigger incorrect measurements over the net-
work, which would result in incorrect measurements being
propagated over the network. Hence, the data communicated
between sensors must be trusted, and a consensus-driven
approach is viable. Thus, BC in smart agriculture paves the
way for mitigation of sensor attacks, which can then be
customized for different agriculture use cases depending on
scenarios, capabilities, and the farmer requirements.

In BC-driven smart agriculture, once the data from sensor
nodes are captured, they can be sent to cloud servers for
analytics. This allows for effective decision-making about
crop health and gives an accurate prediction about crop
quality, which fetches higher prices in the markets. Also, via
BC, there is assured transparency among the farmers, crop
markets, sellers, logistics, and consumers, as it instils trust
in the entire food supply chain. It eliminates the middlemen
from the supply cycle and mitigates the black-marketing and
illegal hoarding of crops that increase the prices. Recent
studies have integrated unique solutions that involve UAV-
driven field management for better surveillance and control
of crops. UAVs trigger alarms in case of possible trespassing
in the crop fields. For example, weather and environmental
data are also captured by UAV nodes which can be sent to
cloud or edge servers to form accurate predictions on crop
management. Thus, BC technology secures the data in the
agri-chain businesses and guarantees that information and
data are accessible to all parties and that all data collected
is unalterable. The type of BC deployment (permissioned
or permissionless) and the underlying consensus algorithm
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FIGURE 10: BC in Smart Agriculture

determine the stored ledger transaction rate. FIGURE 11
presents the data and information flow in the agri-supply
chain.

Numerous smart agriculture concepts are being developed
and deployed in combination with IoT and BC technolo-
gies. Author in [116] proposed a BC-based architecture for
intelligent greenhouse farms where IoT sensors send the
data to private BC maintained by a single authority. Similar
solutions are also proposed by Lin et al. [117] for general-
purpose smart agriculture. The framework is a platform that
enables parties to create trust using BC technology at its core.
Agents engaged in manufacturing a product, from germina-
tion to sale, can use smart mobile phones to access the data
recorded in the BC. Authors in [118] proposed a BC-based
e-agriculture paradigm for usage at the regional and local
levels, in which each actor keeps real-time data on water
quality in BC. Numerous firms are dedicated to the imple-
mentation of BC technology in smart agriculture. To cite a
few, the firm Filament creates smart agricultural technology
that enables physical things and networks to communicate
with one another. It developed penny-sized technology that
connects easily to current machines or devices through any
accessible universal serial bus (USB) port and is used to
secure BC transactions. Additionally, agricultural groups are
embracing BC technology to enhance their farming oper-
ations. In Taiwan, rural irrigation groups utilize BC data
storage and improve their contacts with the public [118].
Each public association provides irrigation management data
to the public BC. Transparency engages the public in irriga-
tion management and inspires them to work more diligently

to improve water utilization. Over time, the long-term data
produced using BC technology may be utilized to guide
decisions on irrigation canal development and maintenance.

9) Smart Energy
This section presents the fundamentals of smart energy in
terms of a distributed energy system framework, Microgrid,
and the integration of BC in the allied fields. The details are
presented as follows.

1) The Distributed Energy System- In the energy industry,
the distributed energy system (DES) allows decentral-
ized energy generator that enhances the system through-
put by considering energy generation and economics
with the environment. By increasing the utilization of
renewable sources of energy for distributed energy gen-
eration, DES overcomes the various drawbacks of a
centralized network of energy [119]. Integration of ML
in IoT networks via DES has simplified the monitoring
and management operations of data records. DES has
substantially benefited the electric utility industry due
to its broad adoption, opening the door for the growth of
renewable services. Numerous developing technologies
exist now that make it simple to transfer energy to dig-
ital. These technologies enable us to maintain a closer
watch on a DES in a faraway place. Because the IoT
is important for energy changes, DES has embraced it.
Due to the availability of BC and IoT, a broad range
of DES-enabled services ensures transparent and secure
data exchange among different stakeholders. DES pro-
vides a measure of security and the capacity to make and
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process choices in response to real-world situations.
Additionally, BC-based energy-generating offers are
more beneficial than conventional DES approaches. As
BC allows a decentralized energy trading network that
stores the import and export of energy in BC with
timestamp and usage[32]. DES is a highly sophisticated
system that provides various services, including devel-
opment, operation, energy trading metering, and energy
trading. To cite some recent examples, authors in [32]
did not consider problems like ageing grid infrastruc-
ture, dependability, energy loss, stability, old-fashioned
design, and environmental concerns. They decreased
generation, transmission, and supply efficiency. Truby et
al. [120] suggested ways to improve the environmental
sustainability of BC applications. BC also allows a
trusted financial ecosystem that governs energy trans-
actions through cryptocurrency exchange [121].

2) Microgrid- Microgrids are small-scale power plants
with their own generating and storage capabilities. A
microgrid has clear borders consisting of a tiny clus-
ter of electrical consumers supplied by a local source
of electricity. The clusters are connected to a self-
sufficient national grid. A hybrid microgrid is linked
to the power grid. To establish a microgrid and deliver
power, decentralized energy resources are coupled with
energy storage systems (ESSs) [122]. A microgrid strat-
egy can quickly diminish the decentralized flexibility
of renewable energy sources. Goranovic et al. [123]
offered two ways to offer grid control. The first way
is to monitor decentralized and centralized monitoring
systems. In a centralized system, an operator is in charge
of the overall operations. The deployment of central op-
erating devices demands the construction of expensive
infrastructure. Centralized systems gather and process

data before determining the best course of action based
on the conditions. Multiple places in the system are
made available for data transmission and reception via
communication channels and centralized devices. The
major downside of this technique is that employing
numerous locations in the centralized system raises the
likelihood of system failure. Secondly, a decentralized
system, in which each device operates autonomously,
can overcome the centralized system’s restrictions.
Furthermore, the decentralized system enhances com-
munication speed and fault tolerance. Through the in-
clusion of SCs, BC is perfect for executing business op-
erations in microgrids [124]. The authors have provided
numerous examples of BC solutions for microgrids with
particular technical characteristics. When discussing
sample microgrid projects, the researchers took into
account the BC type, consensus method, and availability
of components necessary for hardware development or
open source [123]. Following are some real-deployment
projects that include BC-based initiatives in microgrid
applications.
• TransActive grid- It is a joint venture of LO3 en-

ergy and BC-based incubator consensus system that
proposed a smart meter for solar panel owners. It
monitors the energy requirements of solar owners
and circulates excess energy back to the grid. The
bills are generated at the end of the day, which can
be transacted via SC. It also allows a direct trading
approach with the grid and solar panel owners.

• Solether- It is an open software for solar plants for
better management of energy and uses cryptocurrency
for payment.

• PowerLedger- It is BC-based trading and clearing
system in the market[35], and is community-driven. It
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employs both a private ethereum network using PoW
consensus and PoS.

• BankyMoon- It is a South Africa-based project startup
that proposed a mechanism to connect smart meters
in the BC network and allows users to use bitcoin
for energy flow and provide a prepaid option with
cryptocurrency.

• NRGcoin- It is a BC-based smart contract architecture
on the ’energi’ BC network. It was driven by gate-
ways that computed electricity flow and interacted
with one another using an SC. It uses the PoW con-
sensus mechanism and is ethereum compatible with
capabilities to support third-party DApp vendors.

• Charge and share- It is a network of electric charging
stations based on a public ethereum chain that uses
the PoW consensus algorithm. The stakeholders can
register in the BC and fix their tariff charges. These
networks work on sharing models with other charging
stations. Using the Sharing module, any charging sta-
tion may be connected and integrated into the Share
and Charge network. [122].

• SolarCoin- It is aimed to help with the widespread
generation of solar energy. Customers generally shun
solar systems due to the long installation procedure.
This initiative attempted to alleviate this problem by
rewarding purchasers. Each megawatt-hour (MWh)
generated resulted in the awarding of one solarCoin.
It used the PoW consensus method and bitcoin as the
currency.

• GrunStromJeton- This was a theoretical structure
built on Ethereum, which was designed to validate
the real usage of power. It uses Proof-of-Authority
(PoA) consensus mechanism to validate the block. It
incentives the user with the token that indicates the
system’s systematic behaviour.

• GridSingularity- A decentralized data interchange ar-
chitecture created particularly for the energy sector,
with a focus on water, electricity, gas, and heat. The
consensus methods utilized on the above platform
that uses public Ethereum were PoW, and PoA were
used as consensus algorithms.

• Slock- It is a BC platform that allows users to sell
or rent directly without any intermediary such as
BlockCharge that provide a smart plug to charge an
electric vehicle with the help of cryptocurrency, and
PriWatt to manage energy transaction.

10) Digital data management
In recent years, technical innovation and similar studies on
collaborative techniques for exchanging user data among
organizations have accelerated [125]. There is a need for data
sharing techniques to find a balance between user privacy
and user experience that increases corporate profit [126]. The
issues of when what, and whom of data sharing are simplified
with BC [127]. BC also facilitates how the data owner
should be rewarded as an incentive for sharing their data.

The different organizations collect users’ data is collected for
business purposes by the different organizations from social
media applications to enhance their business model and serve
their clients more appropriately. However, the acquisition of
user data raises significant privacy concerns, which either
organization provides as part of the data privacy policy or
based on the user’s behaviour monitored by the internal audit
[128]. The prevailing paradigm of data ownership, which is
typically reflected in service license agreements, is presumed
that the ownership is transferred to the organization that
collects it and can share it with its enterprise network.

The storage of personal data raises privacy and security
concerns; most well-known service organizations have suf-
fered data breaches. When data is stored in a centralized
storage system, then it becomes more vulnerable to attacks
such as data modification, deletion, and the inability to send
data to authorized entities. Sharing data across applications
and organizations enables greater personalization, a key com-
ponent of Industry 5.0. It results in a more positive user
experience, but an added layer of security and privacy is
required within organizational boundaries. Standard security
measures, as well as experimental ways, have been used
to solve sharing security, such as conducting all communi-
cation without trusting anyone and possibly replacing the
centralized governing authority [125]. Numerous modern
technologies have been used as computational backbones for
collecting user data and how to share it with others, services
such as cloud computing, radio-frequency identification, and
security solutions to safeguard the user data against hackers
[129]. Federated learning [130] enables the mining of data
that is dispersed across multiple sites.

The great technological advancements in recent decades
have enabled many businesses to communicate while making
smart judgments better. Using technological resources to ac-
quire data about people’s daily lives from many autonomous
data sources has become a major practical issue with legal
ramifications. Enterprise data sharing models are networked
information systems that allow users to build profiles, store
data, and share it with others. This model includes a single,
centralized, decentralized, and BC-based system. Giant tech
data hoarders like Google, Microsoft, Twitter, and Facebook
are single enterprise data sharing systems. They gather and
exploit user profile data in their ecosystem. Other services
can leverage these single systems’ existing APIs and au-
thorization methods to access data. Users may retrieve their
complete data and switch to other services that ensure data
privacy. With desktop publishing (DTP), customers may
easily migrate their data between internet service providers
using an open-source data portability platform. Interoperabil-
ity is important to the project’s contributors. Useful datasets
may be discovered and accessed via amazon OpenDataReg-
istry web services as data suppliers back them. The amazon
web services Open Data team reserves the right to delete
data. Google’s Dataset allows you to search 25 million in
available public datasets. To explain their datasets’ metadata,
publishers must utilize the open standards of schema. org,
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which Google does not manage or grant direct access, and it
performs indexing and creates searchable metadata.

Authors in [131] detailed many tests illustrating Google’s
frightening collecting of user data to target them with paid
advertising. If you use Google’s platforms such as Chrome,
Android, Maps, and YouTube, it gathers data, tracks your
daily activity, uses it against your search, and makes your
mind with related advertisements. In service-oriented, mo-
bile, and ubiquitous computing settings, centralized architec-
tures seldom acquire and exchange varied bits of user data
from independent and autonomous entities (apps, agents,
sensors, devices, services) [132]. Centralized design imposes
a consistent logical structure (ontology) for the user model,
removing contextual information from applications closer to
the user data. Due to the popularity of efficient web-based
client-server architectures. The user data can be saved in
various storage locations, while the user modelling process
can be centralized [133]. However, storing user data centrally
does not need centralized user modelling if the alternative
semantic schema is utilized that makes user modelling pro-
cedures independent [134].

Data sharing models such as Wikidata [135], Mypes [136]
is an online P2P file-sharing and management system that
evaluates the non-functional criteria including efficiency,
scalability, and dependability [137], and materializing these
data for better performance [138]. So most of the research on
these design frameworks focuses on optimizing the frame-
work qualities. In most situations, centralized architectures
do not gather and distribute user data from independent and
autonomous entities such as systems, agents, devices, sensors
and services that provide service-oriented and ubiquitous
computing environments [132]. Centralized user modelling
often includes a set point of failure. To safeguard data, servers
are mirrored, although this frequently results in high connec-
tion costs. Iyilade and Vassileva [139] proposed a networked
architecture for exchanging multi-application life logs. Data
from various systems, such as life logs, is collected by agents
and sent back to the centralized broker for modelling. This
includes request analysis and response processing. Systems
like MobiTribe [140] provide a distributed yet conceptually
centralized user paradigm that focuses on data sharing across
multiple apps and mobile devices, with a centralized content
management system that acts as a mediator. PersonisAD
[141] is a mobile and ubiquitous computing paradigm, which
collects data from users and their surroundings, and logically
integrates it to deduce the preferences and alter user service
functions to deliver a better experience. Authors in [142]
proposed a distributed sharing model using single standalone
agents that store each user’s unique characteristic in a central
vector model.

Moreover, accommodating competing user desires is in-
extricably linked to architectural design that optimizes cer-
tain system attributes at the expense of participant auton-
omy [133]. These studies employ decentralized user models
owned by multiple agents and acquire information from them
just temporarily, on-demand, for specific adaption purposes.

Users’ data sharing systems have developed from centralized
to P2P. Centralized indexes can help P2P networks search
faster, but we need decentralized and hashed data storage
methods to ensure anonymity. In a structured P2P system like
Chord [143], users are not allowed to keep their data with
peers of their choosing but with random peers.

11) Supply chain management
Supply-chain management (SCM) is a crucial management
input in agricultural applications. Traditional food and agri-
cultural logistic systems store orders and deliver them to
their destinations. These traditional systems lack traceability,
auditability and transparency to their orders, inventory and
transactions [144]. However, in today’s digital era, these
elements may increase food safety and quality, and hence
customers seek high-quality food [145]. To monitor the food-
supply chains from remote networked locations, research and
development firms have shifted towards the use of smart
sensors to monitor the supply chain conditions. The packages
are packed and transported, embedded with radio frequency
identification (RFID) chips, that monitor the item’s condi-
tions inside packages during transit operations. Caro et al.
[146] claims that most centralized cloud infrastructures are
utilised as contemporary SCM IoT solutions. The common
challenges in such systems include single-point failure, data
integrity, and lack of transparency. BCs can efficiently tackle
these concerns. BC may be used to construct decentral-
ized, trustworthy systems. AgriBlockIoT, a decentralized BC-
based SPM solution, was proposed [146], which included
IoT sensor devices that generated and consumed data. The
scheme can access stored data and execute autonomous SC,
delivering unprecedented transparency and inflexibility in a
contemporary setting using mini-PCs and gateways. Agri-
blockIoT performance is measured in terms of computation
and communication cost. According to Perboli et al., [147],
numerous IoT technologies are employed for food safety
and SCM, but certain concerns remain unresolved. The main
challenge is to assess whether the information or data sup-
plied across supply chain partners is reliable. A method
called hazard analysis and critical control points (HACCP)
was presented in [145], which provides real-time tracking
information to all the stakeholders involved in SCM at the
same time maintaining dependability, openness, impartiality,
transparency and security.

Weber et al. [148] presented a BC-based solution to verify
the trustworthiness of information transmitted across supply
chain parties. They addressed business notations and process
models. The BC prototype concept was verified via business
processes [35]. Guerreiro et al. [149] established a concept
called business process management (BPM) to safeguard
commercial interactions. The suggested paradigm reduces
the risk of fraud by boosting trust, authenticity, resilience,
and traceability. Leng et al. [150] proposed an agriculture
supply chain (ASC) system based on the double chain de-
sign, which boosted the Scalability of ASC drastically. The
authors proposed adaptive rent-seeking service platforms
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such solutions assured data openness, privacy and security.
The system’s efficiency and utilization of the public service
platform were also upgraded. The suggested solution faced
performance and BC size issues. Mao et al. [151] presented
a public BC-based credit assessment system. This method
improved the administration and oversight of the food supply
chain. The authors obtained credit rating text from traders
through BC smart contracts and then assessed the text using
the long short-term memory (LSTM) model. However, the
authors did not examine the system’s cost and advantages.
Thus, a holistic framework to deploy the same common
technique to design, build, and verify the whole BC system
is impossible. Later, in [147], the authors focused on one
of the most significant concerns, namely the application of
the blockchain in the supply chain, including all parties.
Moreover, sharing information throughout the BC might
cause stagnation in solution adoption. So, to properly deploy
BC based on the supply chain, first analyze the requirements
and goals of all involved parties. The authors developed a
business model that maximizes both economic and consumer
happiness with this goal in mind.

A study by Kshetri et al. [152] found a correlation between
the adoption of BC in supply-chain operations and increased
accountability. Cost, quality, speed, risk reduction, reliability,
sustainability, and adaptability were assessed. Kaijun et al.
[150] suggested a public BC for the agricultural supply chain.
A consensus algorithm and resource rent-seeking mechanism
were the key points proposed in the system. The findings
show that an architecture that follows the double chain
model could protect transaction information while maintain-
ing company privacy. It might also self-adapt rent-seeking
and resource matching. Thus, the suggested design increased
the platform’s legitimacy and overall efficiency.

V. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The section discusses the challenges of BC-assisted Industry
5.0 verticals. We categorize our challenges in two parts. First
we cover the potential challenges of Industry 5.0 applica-
tions in terms of deployments, and present BC as a viable
solution to these challenges. Next, we discuss the potential
loopholes (security limitations) of BC-assisted Industry 5.0
applications, and present BC is not a panacea for all security
issues. We discuss the attacks on BC and SC assisted systems,
and potential directions to mitigate the attacks.

A. DEPLOYMENT CHALLENGES
In Industry 5.0, BC plays a vital role in securing assets
and information flow in different industrial processes and
components. It forms a trusted and auditable trail to support
the diverse nature of application end-points. Thus, from a
security viewpoint, BC as an enabler for Industry 5.0 would
depend on the internal specifics and underlying representa-
tion of major architecture, frameworks, and schemes that are
supported by BC ledgers. FIGURE 12 shows the key research
and implementation challenges in deploying BC solutions in
Industry 5.0 architectures.
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FIGURE 12: Design and Implementation Challenges of BC
in Industry 5.0 applications

In the near future, BC technology will be shaped by
security tokens, SCs, and a changing legal landscape by doc-
umenting legal data on blockchain [153]. A highly reliable,
secure, and scalable BC deployment is necessary to accom-
plish these goals. The BC type, supported by the underlying
consensus would be vital to leverage the full potential of
advanced technologies like AI, IoT, CPS, and big data. This
section discusses the design and implementation difficulties
inherent in conventional systems and the possible benefits of
BC technology. Thus, the section is focused on addressing
the RQ4 in the proposed survey, where we discuss the key
challenges and pitfalls in adopting BC as the mainstream
technology in Industry 5.0 applications. The research chal-
lenges and the possible future directions are presented as
follows.

1) Regulations and Management: The centralized proce-
dure of the current industrial control systems is a major
obstacle. These systems are bigger, complex to scale
for business processes. If the central system is compro-
mised, all the data need to be re-routed, which results
in higher network latency and computing power. In a
centralized system, authorities have all the rights to ver-
ify the user’s transaction. In a decentralized system peer
to peer connected system set verifies the transaction.
However, the communication standards for P2P com-
munication should be uniformly regulated for overall
applications. A possible solution is to form a unified
web framework, where data is exchanged via APIs to
assure greater control between applications and service
end-points.

2) Scalability: Nowadays, all transactions are stored and
validated on the BC network. Consequently, the ledger
size of the BC network becomes massive, and it takes
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more time to traverse all blocks in the chain. Each block
size is fixed, which can handle a limited number of
transactional data. The BC varies in block size and block
addition time, depending on the consensus mechanism
used to verify the newly created block. For example,
some public BC ledgers can handle only 7 to 8 trans-
actions per second. In contrast, millions of transactions
happen in real-time industrial situations, making it dif-
ficult to deploy BC, and presenting a scaling issue. A
potential solution to address the problem is to form
sidechain ledgers that can switch transactional data from
one chain to another, depending on the application use
case. Another approach is to support sharding in BC,
which forms mini BC ledgers which are controlled
by a sharded authority [154]. The only concern is to
ensure a fair consensus principle on sharded BC so that
transactions are fairly ordered in the main chain and
selective applications are not prioritized.

3) Managing Expectation: Establishing trust is critical in
the business environment as an attacker may disrupt an
ongoing situation of a data leak that makes it difficult
to trust anyone in the network. In these instances, BC
may be utilized to prevent tampering and build trust
since it generates blocks using cryptographic hashes
and the ledger is permanent. The challenge is trust
measurement, which becomes critical in real-time sys-
tem management, where a statistical analysis of trust
computation is required if the nodes behave maliciously.
Recent studies have suggested a reputation-based BC
design that presents a reputation score to added trans-
actions and forms a consensus based on the miner’s
reputation.

4) Establishing Governance: The protection of vital data is
the main priority of any business organization and secu-
rity requirements vary from application to application.
For example, authorization and authentication are major
requirements in cloud monitoring, where we evaluate
the signature patterns of attackers and determine the
vulnerabilities. This prevents the attackers from gaining
unauthorized access and manipulating data. Certificate
generation is a critical issue in vehicular systems, and
BC allows trusted certificate generation. In healthcare,
privacy is the prime requirement, as sensitive patient
attributes must not be disclosed to unauthorized entities.
Thus, a single unified BC architecture is not sufficient to
address all the requirements of Industry 5.0. A possible
direction is to form custom BC networks that can cater
to and address the specific requirements of different
verticals.

5) Storage and Transaction Cost: Although BC assures
trust and chronology in Industrial processes, the cost of
deploying BC in terms of resources is high. Moreover,
the communication cost increases when sensor nodes
establish communication with other nodes. To date, no
general set of standards is formed for cost addressal,
and most solutions focus on optimizing the cost factor

only. Possible research directions thus include forming
a unified standard set of protocols for the BC network
that can reduce the communication cost. However, this
would highly contradict with application and its specific
requirements. Another direction is to form low-cost
SCs, that can reside in the memory of the sensor node
itself, where once the sensor node gathers data, the
contract is self-deployable. By this, a high degree of
automation and cost reduction in industrial applications
is achieved

6) Energy Usage: As industrial processes are sensor-
driven, they are constrained by energy usage. Recently,
permissioned and private BC networks are considered
a potential solution to this challenge. Still, the private
network employs their tailormade consensus approach,
which might reduce their security to address the en-
ergy consumption of sensor operation. Such consensus
networks again shift towards the centralized or semi-
distributed approach, where there is a main validator
node to address the mining requirements. In such cases,
the overall trust measurement becomes a vital use case.
Thus, recently, researchers have shifted their views to-
wards the proposal of verifiable trusted BC solutions in
permissioned and private networks, so an optimal mix of
energy cost vs. security trade-off is achieved in deployed
applications.

B. SECURITY LIMITATIONS AND ATTACK SCENARIOS
ON BC-ASSISTED INDUSTRY 5.0
BC allows transactions to be digitized and distributed across
the network, which eliminates the validation by a central
authority. BC strength lies in immutability through cryp-
tographic hashes, and identity and access control through
SCs. However, despite its security features, it has some
inherent limitations. The major security loopholes in BC
arise from social engineering attacks, where a naive user
might accidentally share its wallet security phrase on some
link, in response to some coins. Such sites are built to lure
users as honeypots and contain viruses, and Trojans to trap
user information. Other attacks are related to mining pools,
privacy thefts, and SC related attacks. As per a recent study
by Chen et al. [155], the authors have presented a systematic
review on attacks on BC-assisted ecosystems. The authors
focused on three critical aspects, namely, the mining pool
attacks, the communication-based attacks, and the SC-based
attacks. The implementation challenges and future directions
are presented. Thus, it is critical to address the vulnerabilities
raised in the BC-based Industry 5.0 ecosystem. We present
some of the key attacks on BC classified in [155][156]. The
details are presented as follows.

1) Mining Attack:
We start the discussion with the mining-based BC attacks.
Such attacks are targeted to gain control of the mining
network, where an attacker tries to manipulate the hash rate
of the network, keeps a block secret from other miners in
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some private (alternate chain), or tries to manipulate the BC
by making its alternate chain as the largest chain. The attacks
are sub-classified as follows.

(a) Block Withholding Attack: An attacker (miner) submits
a partial PoW that lowers the overall pool profitability.
The attacks delays submitting the block captured from
the victim mempool address to the mining pool admin,
thus, in the long run, it decreases the pay per share
of the pool, and consequently, the incentives of miners
decrease. Potential solutions include a random mining
strategy that selects a random miner to submit PoW,
or game theory between miners, which allows miners
to watch-guard other miner activities, or optimization
strategies to increase the pay-per share among miners
(swarm-based optimization). These solutions leverage a
fair ecosystem for all miners in terms of incentive and
control.

(b) 51% Attack: The attack targets the hash rate of the
mining pool, where a group of miners collude to have
a combined hash rate of more than 51% of the entire
network and thus form a majority. With this attack, the
colluding miners can reverse a transaction validation,
which would be supported by 51% of nodes in the
system, or might create a side-chain which is invalid, but
would deem as legitimate as it would get the majority
consensus [157]. Different solutions exist to thrawt the
51% attack. The first solution is to not use the standard
PoW consensus, as it allows the miner to succeed with
a high hash rate. The second solution is to create check-
points after a fixed number of blocks are added to the
chain. This makes the chain irreversible from the created
checkpoint, or when a block successfully mined in the
network chooses an alternate miner [158]. Authors in
[159] proposed a history weighted information of min-
ers that calculates the total hashing power of any mining
pool. The proposed method allows honest miners to
resolve the conflict between two branches in the same
main chain. The honest miner calculates the historical
weighed difficulty to both the branch and side-chain
and considers the chain with high historical weighted
difficulty.

(c) Selfish Mining: In this strategy, a malicious miner mines
a block, but keeps the block secret from other miners.
The secret block is published in a side-chain, which
is not known in the main network. At the same time,
an honest miner mines the same block and publishes
it to all miners. The attacker keeps on mining blocks
and adding them to the side-chain structure, and honest
miners add the same blocks on the main chain. The
instant the side-chain length becomes longer than the
main chain, the attacker publishes its side-chain to be
visible to all nodes. As per the longest chain rule, the
side-chain is considered as correct, and honest miners
are pruned of incentives. More blocks are then added
to the side-chain, instead of getting added to the main

network. A possible solution to the attack is to identify
the block confirmation via sequence numbers, and also
publish the block height (number of added blocks in the
chain) apriori. This allows the nodes to detect selfish
mining activity in the main network [160]. Another
possible solution is to include unforgeable timestamps
at the time of block validation in the main network. Any
block with a lower timestamp value can be treated for
further examination by other nodes in the main network
[161].

(d) Cryptojacking: This is a type of cybercrime where
cryptojackers try to get unauthorised access to the user
device for mining purposes, where the user is unaware
of the mining process. With the malicious program,
crypto mining code is installed in the target machine
and runs as a background process and contributes to the
mining pool by computing hash. The way hash power
is generated is the same way incentive is distributed but
the actual beneficiary of that incentive is never mate-
rialized. Solutions to such problems are to use proper
security mechanisms in machines as well as report to
law enforcement agencies.

2) Network Communication Attack:

BC application are decentralized and uses a P2P network for
communicating between nodes in the network. The possible
attack on the BC network, SCs, and the supported application
are discussed as follows.

(a) Eclipse: In this attack, a specific user is isolated within
a P2P network by a malicious intruder. The attacker
redirects the inbound and outbound connections from
legitimate neighbour nodes to the attacker’s neighbour.
By doing so, the attacker manipulates the node which
leads to illegal transactions and disruption of block
mining. The possible solution includes a deterministic
random eviction that makes dynamic changes in the
communication list. It also includes a random selection
and test before eviction that ensures the number of a
malicious node does not grow continuously [162]

(b) Sybil: Sybill is another P2P attack model, where a node
is capable of operating in multiple identities. The main
aim of the attack is to gain the network and carry out
illegal instructions. In the consensus process, a mali-
cious node sends a message to other P2P nodes to gain
critical information about the connection pools in the
BC network, and mislead the routing information. The
attacker forms false identities to form legitimate and
authorized information and spoofs the neighbour nodes.
Authors in [163] proposed a credit-based block consen-
sus mechanism, which ensures that only a block with the
highest credit score is selected to join the group of block
consensus. The other technique uses a network flow
algorithm to select an agent node for block consensus
by calculating the credibility of the node based on the
transaction data.
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(c) Distributed denial of service: In a DDoS attack, a group
of controlled machines targets a node by gaining in-
formation about the attacked node network and then
controls the devices that interact with the attacked node.
The attack is launched through a botnet swarm, that
injects a large amount of false information and makes
the attacked node unable to complete the block mining.
This type of attack involves sending cryptocurrency to
a malicious node, where small quantity transactions are
carried out in massive quantities. This creates a large
number of micro-transactions (dust transactions) in the
network, which requires unnecessary mining power in
the network. Thus, the cost of executing these dust
transactions becomes more than what is supported by
the chain. One of the possible defence mechanisms
against DDoS chain attacks includes building intru-
sion detection systems, that can monitor such illegal
transactions through ML and DL anomaly algorithms.
The required computational power for running the algo-
rithms is supported in a cloud-based ecosystem [164].
A hybrid ensemble learning method to improve the
performance of detecting such attack involve different
ensemble learning for different BC [165]. Authors in
[166] proposed a DL-based learning model which uses
the principle component analysis to identify the feature
of the attack and uses real-world data for training and
testing.

(d) Re-entrant: This is an SC category attack and occurs
when an SC function makes an external call to another
untrusted contract placed by the attacker in the main
chain. That untrusted contract makes a recursive call
to the original function to drain the funds. The event
occurs when the contract fails to update the state before
sending funds. The attacker calls withdraw function and
use the malicious address as the recipient’s contract
address. The attack happens due to the vulnerability in
the SC, and to avoid it, small changes in the contract are
required that update user’s balance before transfer. An-
other solution is to combine static and dynamic analysis
for application binary coding using SC to improve the
detection efficiency [167].

(e) Flash loan: In decentralized finance (Defi) operations,
instant loans are provided by execution of SCs, and
wallets are debited without any security checks. SCs
consist of three states in Defi, where the user first gets
the approved loan amount, then the loan purpose is spec-
ified, with the equated monthly instalments fixed, and
finally, the repayment cycles are provided. If any of the
states in the SC fails the BC revert back to its previous
state i.e. the loan never gets disbursed. To exploit this
vulnerability, the borrower needs to act instantly and
transfer the fund before finalizing the block in the chain.
Possible solutions include carefully designing the SC.

(f) Rug pulls: In this attack, pulling the rug out by attracting
the investor in a new project associated with a new
cryptocurrency. The developer wallet is kept open and

all the funds are transferred to some new wallet before
making everything official and leaving the investor with
worthless coin. These types of attacks involve malicious
intention and intentionally designed SCs with multiple
wallet addresses.

3) Privacy Attack:
BC is a public ledger that makes each transaction transparent,
attackers track the transaction information in a public ledger.
The common privacy attack is listed as follows.
(a) Identity Privacy: The attacker gains control of the pri-

vate information using the communicating wallet ad-
dress on the chain and the registration details with that
address on the chain. The user monitors the transaction
on a public ledger and analyzes the transaction between
the entities. The common privacy attack includes key,
replay and impersonation attacks, where the attacker
illegally tries to get the key phrase of the user or inter-
cepts the transaction data, thereby demanding the user
authentication. The attacker also makes use of airdrop
links to the vulnerable contract that shares your key
phrase from your wallet. One solution to such a situation
includes binding of IP address with the wallet address,
where every transaction is completed with the IP and
MAC address of the user and receiver.

(b) Transaction Information: The attacker uses the transac-
tion to analyse the potential sensitive information. The
attacker can download the transaction data of historical
transactions for analysis [168]. This includes privacy
tracking, false data, and information leakages. After
obtaining the user’s information, the attacker tracks
the associated transaction and analyses it. If the users
are registered on a private chain, then the registration
information is secured. Another solution is the use
of hardware-based digital wallets that uses a pseudo-
random function so that nobody can identify the owner
of that wallet.

VI. CASE-STUDY: A BC-BASED DIGITAL TWIN
EMPOWERED SMART MANUFACTURING FRAMEWORK
This section presents a proposed case study of BC deploy-
ment in the smart manufacturing ecosystem, where we envi-
sion that the control process operations are simulated through
a DT controller. A mathematical model is constructed that
simulates the real-world feature of the system. Sensors re-
ceive data from the physical world, which is converted to a
digital model. We employ IoT devices to connect the physical
model with DT digital model that receives the input from the
sensors. DT helps to measure the performance and identifies
the potential problems in the physical model. It can be used in
a simple and complex system where we need to minimize the
system’s downtime by careful simulation. The sensors data
continuously update the DT to detect the early possibility
of failure and identify the possible area of improvement for
efficiency.

In Industry 5.0, the manufacturing industry must have
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FIGURE 13: DT Enabled Process Plant in Industry 5.0 Ecosystem

predictive quality measurements and control, which requires
that automated functions are initially monitored under DT.
We measure the bias in the expected output and then pass the
monitoring data to AI-driven pipelines for error estimation.
Once the bias is minimized, we employ the inputs to real
processes. The DT control data is stored in IPFS, which
is connected to the permissioned BC network. FIGURE 13
present the design schematics of the proposed case-study. We
have divided the case study into three functional phases: data
acquisition, control design & DT, and DT simulation. The
details are presented as follows.

A. DATA ACQUISITION PHASE

In this phase, we consider that the production plant generates
d data streams {D1, D2, D2, D4, . . . , Dd}, which is captured
from d processes. Conventionally, a data stream is a collec-
tive summation of data which is acquired from k IoT sen-
sors {s1, s2, . . . , sk}, l training models {m1,m2, . . . ,ml}
that operate on the associated data, and m optimization
rules which are applied to the l models. The optimization
constraints are not necessarily applied to every model, but
would specifically depend on specific input control only.
We represent the optimization condition on l models as
{o1, o2, . . . om}, where m < l. To realize the Industry
5.0 vision, we assume a distributed data stream, where the
collected data over d streams are from parallel industrial
pipelines, which is represented as {ip1, ip2, . . . ipn}. In a

nutshell, each data stream Dd is represented as follows,

k∑
i=1

∑
j=1

dsi → Dj ,∀j ∈ {1 . . . d} (1)

Where sk is the sensors data accumulated in Dd. The col-
lected data Dd is mapped to q industrial processes, repre-
sented as {p1, p2, . . . pq}. These q processes are presented
as inputs to the control process (CP), which is defined as
follows.

pq ← f(Dj) (2)

where q < d. Any qth process is allocated a priority value,
denoted by V (pqd), where q is the process id, and d is the
datastream identifier. We consider the priority computation
as follows.

V (pqd) =
1

Tqd + e
(3)

where Tpd
is the time taken for the process q to complete

the work. Thus, a process is assigned less priority if it has a
large completion time. We sort the processes according to the
priority values in a priority queue Pq . To prevent the priority
values to overshoot, we keep a bound check through e in the
priority equation. Based on Pq , the inputs are supplied as a
steady-state simulation for preliminary process design. The
reason for the inclusion of a dynamic simulation model is
that we measure system responses as time-dependent source
system for specified input sets.
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B. CONTROL DESIGN AND DT
An initial model is created during the preliminary planning
based on the initial information and nominal equipment
datasheet. In this phase, CP receives pd, real-time inventory
components, and creates digital object DT of that physical
production plant. To increase the accuracy of the DT, CP also
receives prediction variables from an explainable artificial
intelligent (Ex-AI) model, with error estimation ϵ to fine-
tune the CP. DT process continues optimization based on
the frequent inputs from the CP tuned by error estimation.
It also combines real-time data from both ongoing and past
historical data to compute all the jobs’ expected processing
time. Then, a scheduling algorithm is selected based on the
rules and decided to take the most efficient action. To fine-
tune the CP, ϵ is computed which is a difference between
estimated parameter value ve and actual parameter value va.

ϵ← |va − ve| (4)

To control the output value, certain corrections are required
that we receive from the Ex-AI model as prediction output.
The accuracy Ac of the DT can be defined as follows

Ac ← 1− |va − ve|
va

∗ 100% (5)

C. DT SIMULATION
In this phase, we collect simulation results along with simu-
lation parameters that can be utilized to generate predictions
with the help of the Ex-AI model. During the operational
maintenance process of process plant life cycle, generated
simulation results, and DT is connected to automation system
to monitor the execution. This enables continuous synchro-
nization of the current process and simulation model. The DT
is connected in a non-disruptive manner as the plant is under
operation. The sensor data Dd is exchanged among stake-
holders, the real system, and DT from the real physical sys-
tem. The connection is made initially to DT while noting the
finishing time of all the jobs. On scheduling the DT to physi-
cal systems, instructions are given to the physical object. The
instructions are also known to the stakeholders in real-time,
and they can track the system status, allocate resources, and
DT stakeholders to forecast the current data. DT generates
an equipment data sheet that captures specific equipment’s
electrical, mechanical, and control requirements. The process
design captures the choice and sequencing of the units, the
P & I diagram captures the piping and related components
of the physical system, and real-time monitoring informa-
tion is captured for specific inputs/outputs. In such designs,
augmented reality and virtual reality (AR/VR) capture the
physical object designs to be mapped to a given environment,
which helps in the initial design and physical modelling. It
also helps in rapid prototyping and pipelining solutions to
improve safety, up-time and energy consumption.

BC is the next step to bridge the concept, redefining DT
and providing full transparency to the data shared among
different stakeholders. DT is built on traditional technologies

that require a centralized server which makes it dependable in
storing and analyzing data. BC is the most relevant solution
to monitor the DT process that provides immutability and se-
curity to the data exchanged among stakeholders. To enhance
the performance of the DT, BC provides data encryption
and immutability to the data stored, and this allows DT to
transit data security in all the components where IoT sensors
receive the data to the DT model. BC is used to capture the
intermediate update from CP, error estimation and accuracy
to ensure the output from DT is secured. It prevents certain
malicious input from changing the accuracy of the DT. BC
stores the DT, its updates, owner, and virtual simulation
results, making organizations track their product globally to
count and maintain the inventory. To add the DT model in
the BC, It will be published on the inter-planetary file system
that stores the content in a distributed manner and generates
a single fixed-length content key, defined as follows.

Hkey ← {DTx, Ix, ϵ} (6)

Where Hkey is the content key, DTx is the updated DT model
with Iy , for the xth input variable set, with ϵ error estimation.
Now Hkey is used as transaction data in the BC which greatly
reduces the size of the block and results in lower transaction
cost. The structure of the block and its content is defined as
follows.

B ← {Hkey, Ts, Ns, Hprev,Mroot} (7)

Where Ts is the timestamp of the transaction, Ns is the
nonce value, Hprev is the hash of the previous block and
Mroot is the Merkle root of the Merkle tree. Thus, the data is
secured over BC, and DT allows safe prototyping of the real
manufacturing process.

D. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED CASE
STUDY
In this subsection, we present the security analysis of the pro-
posed case study in terms of storage cost, computation cost,
and trust probability. The details are presented as follows.
FIGURE 14a presents the cost of storing DT process data
on on-chain and off-chain IPFS. The DT enabled process
plant generates data from different processes. The system
uses BC to store all such data from a different process. To
store and execute one transaction on the standard chain, USD
12.51 gas fee is required during odd hours. Our case study
employs IPFS to store data, where the 32 byte content address
is required to refer to the IPFS stored file. A significant less
gas fee of USD 0.124 is required to store the data on IPFS,
which is ≈ 98% less than the standard chain gas fees.

FIGURE 14b estimates the computation cost of storing the
process data on BC via IPFS, every process data is first stored
in the IPFS and hash is generated, that hashed value is stored
in the BC that consist of the block header and block content.
The header consists of Merkle root i.e. hash of the root of
the Merkle tree, once the block content is identified a hash
of overall content is computed. Overall 3 hash functions are
required to store process data in the chain via IPFS. Each
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FIGURE 14: A security evaluation of the proposed BC-based DT-enabled Process Plant in Industry 5.0

hash function take ≈ 0.00032 ms [49]. We consider that
20 process data is stored, so ≈ 0.019200 ms is required
as security computation cost. This cost excludes the block
validation time.

FIGURE 14c shows the effect of conspiring (colluding)
miner nodes on the overall trust of the network. When more
than 51% from a group of miners in private or consortium
BC form a collusion attack, more hash power is captured,
and they force an alternate side-chain in the network. This
decreases the trust probability of the system. Trust proba-
bility is computed as the percentage of legitimate (valid)
block additions out of total blocks in the network. As more
miners collude, the trust of the network drops. In the case of
distributed databases to process the data, the trust drastically
drops with a slight increase of colluding nodes, owing to the
byzantine attack formation. In BC-assisted systems, the drop
is not drastic, as evident from the figure. At 50% colluding
nodes, the system maintains a trust probability of 0.85, which
is better than traditional security in distributed systems.

VII. LESSONS LEARNED
These sections underline the key lesson learned from the
survey and potential future directions. The authors discussed
the limitations of current industry 4.0 standards in the
present technical landscape and presented the requirements
and visions of emerging Industry 5.0 specifications. BC is
presented as a key enabler and viable solution to induce
trusted control over industrial processes to secure the indus-
trial boundaries. The author highlighted the privacy, security
and trust management in BC-assisted smart manufacturing,
where an organization uses BC technology to monitor its
different processes and solutions to create trust among dif-
ferent business processes in the system that exchanges data
over an unsecured channel. To support our claim, the authors
proposed a reference architecture that integrates Industry 5.0
standard practices in business processes, which is supported
through an assisted case study.

Going forward, the integration of BC, AI, and IoT cus-
tomizes service sets to users, which supports the Industry 5.0

vision of mass personalization. As we move to the digitiza-
tion and smart industries, the heterogeneous data move from
one business process to another, which creates loopholes to
exploit the privacy of the system, which makes the system
vulnerable. Thus security and privacy are the main concerns
before offering services. Privacy preservation is the potential
issue during data accumulation, where the data is processed
and shifted among different processes. The manpower in an
organization needs to be trained in compliance with machine
intelligence to gear up with cobots to scale the industry’s
manufacturing process.

AI, ML, and vast automation are an integral part of
industry 5.0 and open a new threat vector. We require
trusted datasets to train the model, which is protected and
explainable to their decision during different data input
points. To utilize the global data for better accurate decision,
the system uses local data from all other local tenets and
combines the data to train the original model, which is
possible only through sharing sensitive data with another
business competitor. This can be eliminated using federated
learning, where an organization shares its model updates to
help another organization model with a global training data
set. This can be achieved with one centralized node that
computes the global model by receiving the local updates
from multiple organizations and ensuring the privacy of
sensitive data. In the different business processes, they share
their sensitive monitoring and control information that needs
to be stored and shared through trusted cloud services. The
ethical and societal impact of AI need to be elevated properly
because the industry 5.0 revolution creates more the job
opportunities for humans even with vast automation, which
need to be addressed for better co-working of humans and
cobots in the system.

A. MANAGERIAL AND PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS
Industry 5.0 is a conflux of smart technologies, which are
IoT-connected. Thus, the attack boundaries are numerous.
Thus, there is no perfect plan of security assessment, that can
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TABLE 9: Attack analysis on BC-assisted Industry 5.0 ecosystems

Sr No Name Property of BC
Immutability Decentralization Anonymity Privacy Scalability Smart Contract

1 Block Withholding Attack X ✓ X X ✓ X
2 51% Attack ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X
3 Selfish Mining ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X
4 Eclipse Attack ✓ ✓ X X ✓ X
5 Sybil Attack X ✓ X X ✓ X
6 Distributed denial of service X X X X ✓ X
7 Re-entrant Attack X X X X X ✓
8 Identity Privacy X X ✓ ✓ X X
9 Transaction Information X X ✓ ✓ X X
10 Cryptojacking X ✓ X X ✓ X
11 Flash loan X X X X X ✓
12 Rug pulls X X X X X ✓

✓: Parameter affected by the attack, X: Parameter not affected by the attack

cover over a wide range of attack vectors. During the deploy-
ment phase, attacks on authentication, integrity, and avail-
ability are common. At the resource management front, mas-
sive machine-to-human (M2H) communication takes place
over nodes. The IoT devices should be registered before
communication in the network, so that trust management is
present. Industry 5.0 should be scalable that connects billions
of devices and be lightweight to be easy to deploy. The
business organization shares and exchanges information in
the different processes using third-party unsecured channels.
Thus, the integrity of data exchanged and access control
mechanisms to use such private and sensitive information
must be maintained. The stakeholders access the data at
different system points to evaluate the alignment of services
and create a need to maintain strong auditability in the system
that requires a logging functionality.

When system process interacts with other entity in open
BC P2P network, there are chances that private information
or the system become vulnerable. TABLE 9 presents the
possible attacks in BC-assisted smart manufacturing, and
how each attack affect the system property. Attacks are
classified in three classes- mining, network communication
and privacy, as outlined in section V. The table showcases
which property of BC is effected by the attack, and thus
effective analysis is required to mitigate the counter effects.
For the same, AI models are an effective choice of integration
in BC-assisted Industry 5.0 ecosystems.

At the practical front, the advancements in industry
5.0 have forced multiple organizations and working units
to be connected. Thus, scaling manpower and organiza-
tion processes is equally important. The problem is non-
deterministic, as it is not known in advance about the required
level of automation and human control to obtain optimal
control on processes, as defined in the service level agree-
ment. Scaling any organization requires skilled manpower,
which makes it essential to provide systematic training to the
manpower who will operate the machinery during uncertain
situations and failure. The full adoption of industry 5.0 in the
current situation follows the regulations and policies that are
decided by the policymaker in general to avoid legal issues.

VIII. CONCLUSION
The proposed survey provides useful insights to the readers
about the role of BC as a potential enabler to induce trust in
Industry 5.0. We discussed the supportive technologies that
built the Industry 5.0 vision and justified the integration of
BC as a key security enabler in the Industry 5.0 processes.
We aligned our discussion through a proposed BC-assisted
reference architecture to support the Industry 5.0 verticals
like smart healthcare, manufacturing, digital twins, cobots,
and others. To summarize, BC-enabled Industry 5.0 would
secure the CPS perimeters and improve end-user satisfaction
through automation in transactional payments via SCs. We
presented a solution taxonomy of assisted verticals of In-
dustry 5.0 and presented the open issues and challenges in
practical deployments. We also suggested that BC is not the
universal solution, and presented open attacks on BC, with
future directions to mitigate the attacks. Finally, a unified
case study on BC-assisted digital twin production for In-
dustry 5.0 is presented. We presented the security analysis
of the proposed case study, that justifies its practicality in
real setups. Finally, the lessons learned from the survey, and
conclusions are presented.

As part of the future scope, we aim to design a BC-
based trusted architecture for massive human-robot interac-
tion, where the shared data sent to AI models is verifiable on
distributed ledgers. The threat and network models would be
discussed as part of the underlying architecture and trusted
AI solutions would be presented.
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